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Character of Dead Man Is Further
Blackened ln Effort to Free
His Slayer From the
State Insane

TARIFF

ELLA FLAGG YOUNG.
Aug. 5. As success- Chlcagn,
Asylum.
Opposition to Schedules as Amended by Conference
or to E. G. Cooley, the board of
,.
Mrs.
education
has
selected
Ella
on Suggestions of President and Others Could Not Flagg Young to take charge of
w
White Plains, N. Y., Aug. S. Th
is building tho
"The automobile
Chicago's public school system,
Muster Strength Enough to Defeat Report in Either House
gjod roads in Now Mexico, us muc'i
plan
of Thaw's attorneys to show that
VRlued
in dollars and cents at
H3 any other agency," said Governor
the prisoner's beliefs concerning the
$50,000,000,
involving
an
and
Despite
Made
Speeches
Radical
Against
the Bill as a army of men and women teach- - practices of Stanford
a guest today at lilt
Curry, who
White and other
Alvarado, iiaving come lure to aid in
ers, great buildings and graunds
Whole
rich men associated with young girls
and
Schedules.
Particular
determining on a route for the scenic
and a thousand complex details
were not, as the state holds, delusion '
way between this city and Santa B'e.
of administration. Mrs. Young's
"In the old days when most everyof a distorted mind, was followed out
position In the Chicago
4
first
one rode on a pony, good roads were
5.
Washington,
Aug.
President of Its leaders may at this time post- today by the Introduction of testipaid her $25 a month
schools
not matters of first Importance. Most
mony by David N. 2arhalho, a hand
Taft at 5:06 this afternoon eigned the pone the day of redemption, I shall
present one pays $10,- her
and
A
any old cow trail was good enough.
t:irlfT hill mi U'hinh fntisreMM Vinj. l.fn 'nu uit
noHnnna Mnn.lan..
writing expert employed by Tnaw dur- years
000.- She has spent
25
so long as you could follow It. Now
working for months and which was 'si ruiity the hour at which it will keep
ing his first trial.
teaching In Chicago.
completed this afternoon by tho adoi- - full and complete faith
it's all changed. Many of the men
Carvalho said that C8 letters, said
with the
Here are some of the impor- )
who used to ride ponies own auto
tion of a concurrent resolution in the American people."
to have been written by White to
in- to
tant
intends
reforms
she
mobiles, and shortly after purchasing
young women, had been pronounced
Senate and House, making a change In . jIp expressed his admiration an $
stitute in the public schools:
!
'
them they became aware of the
the schedules on leather goods.
genuine by him. The witness told of.
applause for the courane nd ner.l.t.
Give much more time and at- that an automobile can't follow a cow
The Senate at 2:10 this afternoon ence of the uresldrnt "in i.m
Thaw having discovered a letter from
tentlon to the teaching of the
adopted the conference report on tbelo 8,.cur(. and to . dpltri,e in .H.UPinir
trail very uccessfully. As a result wn
White to
woman, designated
three Rs In the elementary
as '
F. H. NEWELL. DIRECTOR OF RECLAMATION WORK.
have an era of .good roads all over
tariff by a vote of 47 to 31. The Sen- - hower rates in the ra.e of dim.t nP.
"May." The witness said the girl had
schools.
Washington, Aug. 5. The report; who are busily clrculatln gthe rumor ate then took up the concurrent reso- - Uween the House and the Senate."
the territory and these roads will bo
told him she burned the letter, fear
Will stop the changes In the
improved from time to time and many- has been in circulation hero for some have not put forth any particular ef lutlon amending the leather schedule
ing that her father would kill Whit.
writing system from vertical to
Tl,e
Vrto
Power
to show a reason. Newell has and at 3 o'clock this was adopted.
others built."
and her if h found it. The tetter was
the "slant" and .back again by
days that Frederick H. Newell, di fort
in
Speaking with the "full conscious-ber'- a
charge of the Immense projo-etThe governor this morning spent
Senate then took up McCum- The
finally admitted In evidence after a
teaching
a "15 degree" system
is
service,
R
president will sign th
that
the west and from all indications he
w ith free
considerable time among his many rector of the reclamation
resolution
drawback
strong protest by Jerome.
15
degrees
vertical.
from
the
ei
.
satlsfaj-torilywork In hand
becoma a law at
friends in the city and with local of to quit. Just why Mr. Newell is to has done-th- e
cotton bagging aa a rider, and It was.bin nd tnat 11
Carvalho then said that sv girl
Will teach the pupils practical
'
'
nlb assent," he recommenced, "he said
He discussed a number of quit has not been disclosed and those
ficials.
adopted.
.
thjngs.
quo
iiamcu
raider uhu maue a iwors ;
matters of local importance with Dis
j tht there is a fundamental difference
The Houho. however, refused
'statement after events alleged U
Art of practical variety.
adopt the McCumber resolution. Theibttweon tne voto power and tho voting
trict Attorney Klock.
on
new
a
have taken place between herself aad
Will push work
In the selection of a route from this)
leather schedule resolution was adorn- - Pwer.
will
school in which teaqhers
White. For $5,000 she offered Thaw .
CONDITION
city to Santa Fe the governor express- TERRITORY'S FINANCIAL
ed by the House and, the tariff bill ! "An executive ought not," he said,
j
arts.
be taught ti.Justrlal
letters said to have been written to
ed the wish that a road be selected
was then taken to the White Hou, Vto veto a measure tiimply because he
Iher br White. The letters were final-- .,
Will assist ths Teachers' Fed
tywhich would combine scenic beauty
where President Taft affixed his sig- would have voted t .ln.it, it huf he.
securing
.ly
bought tor $500.
other
ift.t'on
been ix member of. tho, legislative Jjody
with commercial Importance, so tha'
nature. .
the
forms
beneficial
teachers.
to
The
woman's affidavit, Carvalho
BY
SAFFORD
IN
AUDITOR
SHOWN
REPORT
(
it would prove of benefit to both busi
The program planned for Congress that passed It.'
said, described in detail how Whltn
"I have always admitted,' sali the
ness interests and tourists.
today included the adoption of the
had taken her to a place known a
"The great trouble," said the gov
conference report, passage of the tar-I- senator, "that with respect to theso
"Eagle's Nest," when she was IT
ernor, "is not in building the roads
ADVOCATES
bill, adoption of a concurrent reso- commodities of which we are capi-bl- e TAFT
years old, had given her wine anl .
of supplying the home demand.
but In getting the routes selected and Bonded Indebtedness of ihe Twentyslx Counltes Is S2.874. lution revising the leather schedule
ruined her, or attempted to do so.
surveys made. This is demonstratid
in the Hen ate and House, adopting a duties, however high, 'do not harm so
Asked why she was willing to tell thl :
ROAO
long
as
compeIMPROVEMENT
there
exists
effectual
in the case of the Mogollon road from
on
Had
July
interpreting
Balances
County
Hand
draw
resolution
the
434. and
Treasurers
story, the woman laid: "He too '
Joint
Silver City. Two surveys have been
back resolution with free cotton baa tition between our own producers:
from me more than I got from him.
1 Totaling
I repeat that admission now.
made there and Land Commissioner
$1.032.009.39 - Territorial Institutions Repre gin gas a rider, and adjournment of,anl
Now he is dead and I am destitute. I
seen,
lrhave
however,
competition
Ervien has left for Grant county to
special
fa
session. It
doubtful i'
the
Says Belter High- feci justified in selling the letters for
President in
meet with the officials there to Ue
More Than a Million. Exclusive ol the Capitol and the entire program can be carried tho most Important fields of producsent
what I can get."
ways Will he Fine Thing for the
tion grow weaker and weaker until
termine aa to the best route. It will
through In the limited time.
Thaw then identified the letter.
Nation.
b1'
easy
to
llas
probably be several weeks before work
perceive
"
Mansion.
with
conthat
The vote In the Senate on the
d
by Jerome, Carva'- many
things
prices
will be started on that road."
been
have
not
2
report
was
fcrence
scheduled for
ho said the letters were not obscene
fixed
by
the
Governor Curry is looking well and
fundamental
and
essential
o'clock and went through about as
5.
Aug.
Washington,
President and did not contain anything to prove
says he feels fine. This afternoon he
The agreement was that law of commerce, but have been fixed Taft has again Indicated his interest absolutely the manner of her down
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 5. In hit re- buildings and $280,274 of the furnit arranged.
by
the
will
producer
arbitrary
of
the
go
Joined a party of local people for a port for inclusion in Governor Curry' ure and fixtures.
the leather amendment
would
Jerome arose to
in good roads, the latest expression fall.
trip over a portion of a proposed report to the secretary of the interior.
The report shows that there were through both houses without altera- and solely with reference to the ut- being elicited In connection with a with an Impression of menace.
most
profit
route. The trip was made In the au Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safforl on July 1 seventy-fiv- e
would
that
trade
bear.
You had better let sleeping dog ,
banks in tho tion and that the McCumber provision
movement for better highways in Vir.
"L'nder these conditions It seemed ginia,
las of Col. Sellers and Ike Cox. In gives a review of financial conditions territory with capital of $3,274,043 with free cotton bagging attached
taking shape in an imme- He," exclaimed Carvalho, excitedly.
this
lo
me
the party were Governor Curry M. C. in the territory. He shows that the and resources of $24,608,651.
that
excessive
duties
would
would go through the Senate, though
"If you want to call yourself a do
diate plan for a road from the naMechem, K. F. Mlera, W. H. Gillen- - bonded indebtedness of the twenty-si- t
The state banks on July 1 had re- it was not expected it would be adopt- necessarily become a shield for avar- tional capital to Richmond. In a let- I will take the word from your o wiice
water, P. Hanley, M. It. Springer, V, counties
greed.
and
to
seemed
me
It
,
that ter nn the subject, the president says: ll ps," answered Jerome, but nevertheto $5,678,756.56, ed by the House.
is $2,874,434, but he all) sources amounting
F. Brogan and H. B. Hening.
Senator Dolllver was the firet speak- duties should be so adjusted as to
shows that county treasurer's had bal- acalnut $4,340,000 on January 1; had
"I regard this as part of the gen- less he changed his manner of Inter
Governor Curry will leave tonight ances on July 1. totaling $1,031'. 009.39. deposits subject to check of $2,950,-839.0- er this morning and ho defended his prevent the domestic producer from eral
roads movement in the country rogation.
raising
price
for Santa Fe and in a few days will
his
a
Amerabove
fair
and time deposits amounting course as a Republican in contending
Carvalho said Thaw Impressed him
With the balance on hand Januury
I have pleasure in saying
that
and
level
ican
exposing
make a number of short trips about 1 $1,055,911.51 the total receipts the to $l,145,855.Sj.
without
to
himself
for a reduction of the tariff. He atthere a no movement .that I know of as being rational during .the first trit!.
foreign
the territory to look into conditions. past six months by county treasurers
competition.
The building and loan association tacked the necessity of bargaining
that will have a more direct effect
"These were the only reasons known to
"I believe the territory is In excel were $2,271,745.15.
of tho territory on the same date had with the men In control of the Senate
alleviate the difficulties and burme
to
said the governor
lent condition,''
for
a
revision
of tho tariff dens of the farmers' life, will stlmu-lat- SWEDES SUEEER
The report also shows that th resources amounting to $1,146,330.07. to secure tho protection of his con- and I will never
"The indications now aro that every bonded
vote for a revision
Socorro county has the distinction stituents.
of rural school
the traffic and add to the gener
department of the administration will districts indebtedness
that does not follow, or attempt to al happiness
of being the first county to transmit
more than the estabhad amounted to $407,763.
A Night Session llel.l.
follow,
be run until the next legislature with
of
the
lines
economic thought." lishment of good roads throughout
A FOOD SHORTAGE- The value of the territorial Institu its assessment roll for 1909 to Trav.out a deficit and some of them will tions,
House Adopts Report.
counting the capltol and ex eling Auditor Safford, it being re- to speak it was necessary to hold n
country.
the
have money left from their respective ecutivenotmansion, amounts
Washington,
Aug.
5. The House
to $1,483.-S7- ceived this noon. The total assess- right session last night but there was
"I do not think that because this
We intend to keep
appropriations.
urgent
may have been stimulated by people Strike Ties t'p All Industry and
of which $137,525 represents the ment of the county is $2,669,747. aa some difficulty in getting a quorum. ytsterday adopted the
eveiything down to a strictly business
report,
carryln using automobiles, it la to be frowned
conference
grounds, $1,0(15577 of th increase of $205,643 over last year.
Troops Guard Milk for lliu
issued $1,100,000.
Finally the sergcant-at-arm- s
basis and run the territory in a strict- value of the
The report appropriates
1 tables.
orders to bring In the senutors and $225,000 to pay expenses of the pro- upon, for while people using automo
ly business way."
Im
by
no
most
means
the
are
biles
shortly after 8 o'clock a quorum was posed customs court, but does not proportant
community,
In
fact
the
the
Stockholm, Aug. 5. This city Is
VTO llOOST ARGENTINA'S
secured.
RODE HIS HORSE
PREACH HOLY WAR
vide for the organization of the court.
that their sharp Interest has focused suffering from a serious shortage of
COM1XU EXPOSITION'
Most of the session was taken Ui 1'. also makes the following applicathe attention of the public on the food today as the result of the labor
New York. Aug. 5. Dr. Benjamin
with speeches by Senator Cummins, of tions:
movement entitles them to credit.
strike. The stock of bread Is almost
INTO A SALOON Iowa, and Senator McDaiilel, of Virdel Castillo, a member of the comAGAINSI SPANIARDS
A sum of $100,000 to the departexhausted and meat is so expensive
ginia. The effect the tariff bill would ment of Btatu for foreign trade an !
mission In charge of t:ie Argentina
exposition, which Is to be held next
that only the rich can purchase It.
have on the public was discussed, the tnaty relations; $100,000 for collect- A FEW MEXICANS
year in Buenos Ayres to celebrate the
The strikers, thousands of whom are
in oy ing the corporation tax; $12,000 for
.Millionaire Created SeiiMl arguments Deing participated Hevcr-idgalifuriiiu
firing
Trilx'Miien
are
MuriHin
e
camping out, live principally on fish
centenary of lne birth of the repubnumerous senators. Senators
i
MHion anil I'uld l ine in ICiikIUIi
automobiles for the vice president and
etl lo Drive the Invaders I'rom
Solthey taemselves have caught.
words speaker; $24,000 for the
lic, has arrived In this city and will
ami Hale airo bandied
ESTABLISH
REPUBLIC
Afrlcu.
Cur!.
in
distributing
llmitel
are
milk
diers
establish headquarters for the purpoiv
about a tariff commission, lvvcridg"
exposition.
to preserve the lives of
quantities
would defer the introduc
saving
of inducing American manufactures
The report also authorizes contracts
5.
New York.
Auj. 5. Frank Jay tion of liea bill providing for a comAlhui emas. Ausf.
The Riffs,
babies, but no ice can be obtained.
to send exhibits.
i
for
the
construction
the
of
Isthmia
holy
war,
preaching
revived
a
4
have
MeKey, a California millionaire, has mission until he saw what effect th
'ailed Out to iippreMM Revolt
Paupers from the state Institutions
"It is planned lo have this the
eiinal to the extent of the toal amount Troow
ol ; introduced the classic western past-t.m- e tariff bill had on the country.
as Result of Kxcewslve Taxes.
have replaced tho striking grave diggreatest exposition which has ever the legend tnat the descendants
of bonds authorized and fixes a rate
by
out
Spain
Ferdiof
Moors
driven
gers ar.d undertakers, and funerais
Hill.
iimmins 0p- been held In South America," and Dr. nand and Isabella are
of ri'lins " horse into a saloon '
of not to exceed 35 per cent over thos j
destined to i. Knglan.i.
Presidio, Texas, Aug. 5. News was are held under military escort, and tho
As a result of a wager,
Del Castillo said that It would give
Senator Cummins of Iowa l,.vus. d of 190s charged by bonding companSpaniards
out
and
of
drive
Africa
the
MeKey
producers of the United States a mag- conquer Spain.
a horse
into a hotel, the paragraphs of the tariff hill gen- ies for bonding government officials received here in reports that 4 00 corpse W carried on a stretcher, no
The priests say the around arode
The gas
Mexicans Incensed by excessive taxa- hearses being obtainable.
nificent opportunity to dispose of the.r
biil'urd table, thenre to the erally, not presenting his objections
and
is
ut
of
fulfillment
hand
time
police station, where he paid a line in detail.
tion, seized the town of San Carlos, ajid electric plants are guarded on
sought to establish his MORE TORPEDO BOATS
wares In a flourishing market.
urge a war to regain the Alhamlira.
eg d
of $10. It was a profitable experi- contention tliat no substantial tarilf
FOR THE PHILIPPINES Chihuahua, set up a republic and re land and sea, following an al
Moors ltculed.
ment as the wager was a large one.
reform is accomplished by the changes
Washington. Aug. 6. Plans of the sisted the troops. When a detach- -- attempt to dynamite the gas hous.
IMPORTERS HURRY
Meliila, Aug. 5. The Moors yester
the oil', makes,
navy department contemplate a large ment of fifty rurals arrived from Chi j Work has ceased at the jiittenberg
Mr. Cummins announced his deterday attacked a Spanish commissary)
SENT AI.MtM UOO MII.KS.
and efficient flotilla of submarine huahua they found the revolutionists slaughter house.
convoy, forcing the Spaniards to re-- j
the bid torpedo boats for defensive purposes entrenched in the town hall, where
Louis, Aug. 5. An alarm
of mination to vote against
LIQUOR SHIPMENTS tire. A reinforcement of Spaniards (lre
town officials and
for a bIaze which originated in though he confessed the belief that at the I'niteJ States naval station at they had confined
EXHUME A BODY
then drove the Moors back.
,,lu n,,rth piirt l)f Kdwardsvllle, Ills , it was superior to any bill framed for Cavite, Philippine Island. Already two government surveyors.
Hi"
so
us
purposes,
und
far
revenue
are
was sent over 200 miles in a circuit
there and before long the
vessels
Foreign Products Now in Ships
1'II.IIMVO I' lMMA IK
and returned to a point 10 miles dis- - schedules go, better than the Dingley flotilla will be composed of eight such CANCER IXCREAMNt;
TO GE1 tV.GEI.CE
THROI'IJHOIT 4'Ol'NTRV
II V N AVY IHOIWRMEN I tant in tnrre minutes.
law.
AJantic ItepreMiit Small Forvessels.
retune,
oppo.-e5.
to
Aug.
In
the
conference
cine
man
Washington. Aug. 15. yuarterma)-te- r
York,
"I
am
New
The Moccasin and Adder have been
About sunset a crew in the lower
Tornado de la Cruz of the naval Wabash yards at Kdwardsvllle Junc- port anj t the bill which it embod- futed with new conning towers and every 32 and one woman in every 11
ofNew York. Aug. 5. Wireless
auxiliary Nansha. a native Filipino, tion reported to Agent W. A. Kear-- n ies." he said, "because it Is not suen batteries and are now on the first rile from cancer in this country, ac- AutopM)' Held Today on Man I'.i lievetl
fices are besieged by importers who who displayed such great heroism
i
.Murdered Mouths
to Have Ik-ey at the station that a car of coal a revision of the tariff as I have exstage of their lonn voyage to the Phil- cording to Dr. Milton K. Foote, conAgu.
offer big bonuses to steamship cap- the effort to rescue fellow shipmate
pended the best years of my life in ippines on board the collier Caesar. sulting physician to the New York
had fdUKlit fire.
tains now on the Atlantic for quick from gas asphyxiation on May 2'..
flrampus skin and cancer hospital.
There is no telephone In the yar 1, fighting for and is not a fair and reas- Later on the submariens
passages. Thousand of barrels of while the vessel was on the way from so Kearney notified the superintend- onable performance of the promise and Pike, which are now nt San
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 5. M unted
"I have no hesitamty in declaring
Imported wines and brandies are now Cavite to Hongkong, has been warm'y ent's office in D.eatur, IHO miles of our platform.
Francisco, will he taken to tho Phil- cancer the worst physical scourge we Policeman Rafael Gome at Calisteo
on the ocean and an attempt Is being commend.;! by Acting Secretary of away, by wire. The dispatch r called
"This is not u court of bankruptcy ippines. Besides these, two large sub- have to contend with today." said Dr. today took up the remains of Jesus
ma ie to have them entered before the the Navy Winthrop
tlie nearest station to ICdwards lind I am not willing to ucccpt ten marines are tiring built at San Fran- Foote In an Interview. "Cancer Is Encinillas, believed to have been
Poac
Dr. J. H. Sloan wei.t to
increase,! duty takes effect, which will
tele- - cents on the dollar in discharge of cisco, which will go to Manila In due more dreaded than tuberculosis, for, murdered.
The gases were generated in thJVilie that had it
to h '.d un aum fn a small fortune to Importers.
although the death rate from cancer Galisteo this
of the Republican lime.
paint locker and had got adrift during phone. The 1'oag operator notified the obligation
Is not yet so great as that from tu- - topsy.
KucinilUs was ba lly injured
It always has been, and Is
heavy weather. The quartermaster's the exchange in Kdwardsvllle. and party.
' beculosis, It Is steadily on the
in- - in a quarrel
JF.FFIURS OOF.S AIUtOAD.
at Knclno, Torrance
STE AM Ell I'Ol'NDERED.
efforts saved the lives of the captain Ihe operator ranb' the alarm In the now a solvent organization, and it 1.
5.
The British j rrease, while the gnat w hitH plague county, several months ago und linCapetown, Aug
engin house.
not only able, but Its rank and
New York. Aug. 5. James J. Jef- and a seaman, and he recovered th
tin
off Slang has been partially conquered by med-l:a- y gered until his injuries iau d
fries sailed this morning for Carlsbad, bodies of five shipmates who already
in exactly three minutes from the will Insist upon paying its debt In full, steamer Mori foundered
last Light. Six bodies have been leal experimentation, and is on the death. One arrest has bi en maMe a:ij
where he will train for his fight with had been overcome by the polsonos time the fire was reported the ap- - Its pledges will be redeemed at par,
' decrease."
another is to fy'low shortly.
gases.
paratus was on Its way.
Jac '. Johnson.
and although the blindness of some recovered.
MRS.
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TlirnKDAY, AfC.tST

three fed wide, or the wlJth of ul
Maml.ud Xcw York City street, front-- I '
(1
l,y double columns and pediments.
mid
'ihe I'tonttiges on Tliirty-llrs- t
Thirl ih. i il streets are similar. The
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY;
uAo
wr.ll! of tlie cxt r or of the carriage
iii i'.e ute of plliisti r trcutmi nt for a
tiy ihe Citizen I'ublishinjj Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
i!;tonc of some 711 t it.
Midway along the ii.ls of the bu:ld-i-iin
signalizing th entrances on
w, S. STR1CKLER
WILLIAM. F. BROGAN
III: SAW AM IXOI'F..
Thirty-thir- d
are
streets,
and
saw
The
u
pretty
ciluor
of
bunch
MANAGING EDITOR
FHSIUENT
four antelope In th first draw cmt H - n rles of columns of the same ilitnenth.
tile Seventh and
(list Of Amistilll I.LM MMIllliy, Mt'l'.IIJ
'
a d,sta!!C
tl'i'ln heillll H CUi. nine HO. -;..
i .i; u.nl .
e.
i.
County Hi raid.
sup- groups
.lured
NEWSPAPER.
THE OFFICIAL
.
.1
....1 (...., 1..
iAv
4
.ou m; iii bi'.VM.;.'. .
. . i Uvt
u.c. ...... are ...Lei rupt. a
March 29. 1909.
H. N. I'cdcn and Mr. berry oi
. olon:i.u!es, after which the. walls are
Territory of New Mexico, Office of the Secretary.
who had been out and staked
pilaster treatment to K.ighth a vePublic, notice Is hereby given that In compliance with Section 9 of
claims northwest of town, came In of
nue,
with the i xc ption of forty-livleglsThirty-eighth
yesterday and brought several s icks oi foot colonnades
Council Substitute for House Bill No. 213 of the
marking curvatures t )
of
Secretary
requiring
the
latlye assembly, approved March 17. 1909,
gold bearing gravel.
They wahhed the concourse.
newspaper
Mexico,
The
of New
tLj Territory to designate an official
cut several jinn while here and the
The Klghth avenue frontage 's
Albuquerque Citizen is hereby designated as such official newspaper of
line gold ( ouhl be plainly seen wit a
tu ated on the plan of pilaster, except
NATHAN JAFFA.
siDr.il.
tne imked eye. Stanl. y Index.
for forty-fou- r
feet six inches whle.i
'
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal.)
are broken by columns into intervals
i' s
isi:.
r.in
ad
nf three p;ippn to mark anothe r spanv.r twenty-IK- c
hundred lio'luo
entrance to the main door of
are to he spent in advertising for i ciousconcourse,
fair to be held lu this city dunug tne the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
latter portion of Sopt. ii.ln r or the tlrM aVOeajOX&
UWtMm
W-0of October. The above was i nioo.lt ; I
One Year by Mall. In Advance
&0 in a n solution, starting a fair moveOn Month by Mall
00 ment, made by Alderman ljvans, o'
DAILY SiiOKi STORIES
One Montb by Carrier Within City Limit
tile Fourth ward, at the la.-'- , iih.IIiii;
second class matter at the postofflce of Albuquerque, X. M, of the city council. Tucunicuri News.
Entered
oder Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
A MAX OF WOltTH.
Oil, W HAT A J.Ui.
Th" nerve of a bunch of dues Ilk
The only Illustrated daily newspaper In New Mexico and the best advor
.! alias something or other
Ity Stuart II. Sl.ine.
the
fining medium of the southwest.
The harvist moon shone red and
from the Ir. e rmv pastures In tn :
hoop-skirlof Ihnvtr mining lien fu. along the winding road, shedding
AinrorETton: citizen is:
The trading Republican Dnlly and Weekly Newspaper of the Southwest. with any hopes of deflating Trinidad a witching glamour over the merryin poor
makers upon the trundling, lumbering
orass alloyed with
The advocate of Republican principles and the "square tioni.
hay wagon. Tw o natty, swaggi r trouThe sporting editor of the Alverti.-.-is authorized to make the statement
badours of today twang-- d at string InTHK AXJirQUEnQFE CITIZEN HAS:
struments, sending skyward 11 ballad
with foreift money deposited that
Finest Equipped Job Department In New Mexico.
Te
pirates can take that bunch about th- - tweet magnolia blossom.
The Latest Report by Associated Press and Auxiliary ew Service.
into camp 13 to 0 for the biggest tank Young girls sigh, d and giggled; young
i d,
of beer in the Schneider brewery, sw allies haw-haand someone
"WE GET THE XEWS FIRST."
which is not les than 5,000 gallons.
kissed someone. You could tell by the
MEXICO"
STATEHOOD FOR NEW
lightsome' smack and the grateful
Trinidad Advertiser.
TT
fayor the immediate admUslon of the territories of New Mexico and
"Ah!" that followed.
On the back end of the training
xavajos yr rain.
iArlsona aa separate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
The Navajo medicinw man cei lazi- wagon sat J. Oliver I'crkiiui and the
ly has the best of the argunie.ii when rich Miss Carter.
The moonbeams
it comes to the question of whetoer gamboled and played about them, but
his dancing will bring rain. On Ju.y the lady's big, biown hut shaded h r
13 and 14 they danced to brini rain face so that Perkins could not se
3
ft Cy
in this vicinity. On Sunday, July 1H, And Perkins depended 011 faces rather
It began to threaten rain, and this was than moonshine.
It was this which
Something as to the manner in which prohibition works in the rankest kept up until Tuesday night, July 2li, had given him his start a start which
A. may be gleaned when a good rain fell.
prohibition state in the country namely, Kansas, l
the lady's fortune would materially
Another
night and Friday it foil assist. Hut that was much like moonfrom an Interesting Ftory published In a recent Issue of the Topeka State JourIn torrents.
When can the Unite 1 shine.
nal.
It shows the lengths to which the thirsty in Kansas are driven for a States
On the other end of the wagon eat
weather
bureau diow
taste of that which makes the head to go round and the feet to tangle. This quick results? As a rainmaker sued
tho Y'oung Tenney and the other Miss Car1s the story:
Navajo dancer is it. Farmington ter the one with the pug nose an3
Times-Hustle- r.
the dimples, very pretty, but poor as
"Jackson Cocktail!"
the church mouse. Perkins could hear
Think of It! This Is the name given to the most popular thirst quencher
AM 1ST AD HAS GAS WELL.
Tenney singing "1 Wish .1 Was the
in the southeastern part of the state booze of the worst variety is named after
Monday K. F. Snyder went to King of Bololand.''
He had warned
the man who has worked for years condemning the kind that made Milwaukee tlieLast
a
city
get
well
to
pail of water, Tenney against such folly. He told
famous and the kinds that have been sold in Kansas ever since the borders and hearing a strange sound
began to him to get down to business, to study
were crossed.
around, and found a small hob; human nature, to be strong and comState Drug Inspector D. S. Deem wrote a startling message to Dr. ("rum-bin- e look
ip
the eurth cloeu to the well cusing. manding, that in no other manner
this morning and in this letter he told of the conditions existing among
where a hissing sound came from. could he make his way with tho world
the "soaks" In that part of the state and he also sent some prescriptions which Soon
are being used down there, all of which produce some of the rarest Jags In rived, several men of the vicinity ar or even with women. And now tlu
and J. B. Marshall, an old oil ninny sung minstrel songs in the moon
history.
It was the genuine stuff. A light with a pretty, giggling pauper.
But the "Jackson Cocktail" Is the most popular of them all in fact it is man, said
company
was formed, and Win.
Mr. Perkins turned to the girl at
known by that name all over the southeast section of the state and the big stock
that they buy th his side. Jf young Tenney chose to
attorney general did not know until informed by Dr. rrumbine today that his Hobson moved
go
once,
he was ordered waste the golden years, then let him.
name waa used in vain In token of a combination of tinrture of ginger and townsite onat
to call
the owners and close t.ie 'Perkins
had hl own fortunes to make
lder that would put the worst veteran down and out with two swallows.
deal,
'drill lias been or- ' and women d4 love a strong, asser-jliIt is said tbttt when a man has a cigar flamed after him he has reached dered Aandnewae well
eoon as it arrives tl...
man. The Ijlg, brown hat cast a
the height of his glory but who has been popular enough to recoive as a
ntw company will go after oil- and i Pi. If shadow over the girl'a pretty face.
banner In the breeze a liquor of the most intoxicating and popular sort bear- gas.
Land values have more th'i ilom much she resembled htr cousin,
ing hla namesake?
And to think that the attorney general of Kansas this
great prohibitory state should have his name passed down in history and doubled, and the demand for loedcil Miss, Lauia, who sat with young Tenney. Uut how different in character
lnnd Is greater than th
supply
down parched throats with the innocent addition of "cocktail."
and temperament, how vastly superi
In his interesting letter to Dr. Crumbine, secretary of the State Board of I'nlon County Herald.
or in solidity and in appreciation of
Health, Dr. Deem says concerning the new drink:
PAID SI I Hll! ODOI!.
solidity. She would never have given
"It Is a combination of Kansas cider and one part of ginger. This will
Yesterday, in the board of super- heed to young Tenney'e roystering.
make a man rob his own trunk and It goes by the popular name of 'Jackson visors.'
office, waa an array of hides
"I have been wanting to say someCocktail.'
It grows more popular as the prohibitory law becomes more
thing to you for a long time," began
that In variety of odor beat the
thoroughly understood."
ascending to the roof Air. Perkins.
It seems that the people In the southeastern part of the state are feeling
The lady fairly gasped. "You have!"
very keenly the effects of the prohibitory law and they have resorted to all of the county building, from who;
Mr. Perkins turned In astonishment,
aorta of means for the production of a new liquor that will not only quench tney ricochettcd to eveiy department.
first consignment was 3 skunks, "Why. yet.. I supposed you must have
the thirst but will produce a sweet sensation of wandering brain storms and The
u..Eicd it."
would-b- e
They are getting together a set of prescriptions that sent in by Mrs. W. V. Follrtt. of
sky pilots.
Following these were six
"No. no," answered the girl; "I
would kill the ordinary man and some of them are actually as poisonous as
the worst of acids. It Is only the old "soaks" who can stand such mixtures coon, six cats, six skunks and one thought it was" "
brought in by Arthur C. Creo of
"Oh, sht
interrupted Perkinrt.
and the younger sets test it because it takes only a small quantity to bring Congress.
The procession was then 'How could you think that I could
quick results.
Needless to say the results are deadening to the body.
wound up by Philip Fogle of Date waste iny strong energies of mind and
In addition to this "Jackson Cocktail" Dr. Deem says that they also Creek,
who seasoned the mess with a body upon one so so "
It contains 18 per cent
make great use of Lydia E. Plnkham'a Compound.
,
"So silly," finished Miss Carter.
alcohol and has the desired result as a Jag producer as well as being a "boon batch of fifteen coyotes, five skunk--two coons and one wild cat.
Alto"
"One so fciily, ' repeated Peerkin".
to all females."
"I'm gla.i you agree with me. From
Dr. Deem Is a most interesting writer and his daily reports to Dr. Crum- gether the treasury was drained
bine are the prizes of the office.
"I always know something good Is com- HI in hide bounties during the day. the other side of the wagon came the
Prceeott Journal-Mine- r.
rich tenor of nightly young Tenney
Dr. Deem has
ing when I see his letters." said the secretary this morning.
imitating a wildcat.
a peculiar style of giving expert Information and his letters are mingled with
"And so you know," continued Mr.
pathos and humor he has Thackeray and Dickens nit in the back row. His
Perkins, "I have made some headway
final rentenceB are the key note of the whole lettT. Today he siTld In endFine Railway Station
in the business world. It Is this, my
ing:
proven solidity and ability In commer' 'Wh'n It comes to booze and booz-.-rthis Is certainly a funny old
-- g'l
cial affairs, which I feel Justified i t
i
world.' "
mwwM
believing will tend to impress you with
Another combination which Is called "Belgium Beer" is a great rival of
The Pennsylvania railroad on Sat- the advantage of placing your fortune
the "Jackson Cocktail" and is made of the following purts: Boil four and a
Pour oft the urday placed in position the last piece In my hands "
half hours, wheat, raising, hops, sugar all in the same pot,
"You wish to be my attorney?" inliquid, 1st stund until milk warm, add yeast, let stand 24 hours and transfer of stone in the exterior of its new
station In New Yorjt City. This in- terrupted Miss Carter.
Into bottles.
"No no your er husband."
"This is really a beer," said Dr. rrumbine this morning, "and it will give volved the completion of stone work
"Oh, I thought it was "
It hus as much if not more alcohol than regular beer. inclosing some eight acres of giound.
the Bame results.
"Never," declared Mr. Fcrkins.
and marks a most important ste;i in
The strength depends upon the amount of sugar used."
The lady sighed. The big, brown
famous with his pure food and the further progress of this undertakAnd the man who is making Kans-ihat bobbed quiveringly. "You speik
good health campaigns repeated the D.em quotation "This is a funny old ing.
of my fortune.
Is it, then, my forTo inclose this vast area has ne...... 'j r
world."
'
cessitated the building of exterior tune
no
no,"
denied Perklm.
walls aggregating 245S fee
near'y J "No
naif a mile in length, and has re- "You see, it is iny natural business
'
quired 4110,1100 cubic feet of pink Jagae:ty that induces me to mention
T. O. Abbott has an article in the Outing magazine f.M- Ausust on "The granite. In addition there have been j
"'ih.n you ar. sure it is I you really
Imw and the Automobile," which. In tilling of the legislation that prevails In utilized Inside the concourse 60.0U0 ' I .en
cubic f.it of stone. A totai ot 5jn.00u
some of the sections of the country concerning automobiles, contains
" ' bs lut.-lmy heart
positively
for laws and regulutioas that it would seem to lie hi s rable to adopt cubic feet of granite have thus bee l j
In
orna'Hows'.
utilized
the
f
as
construction
and
Wiis
excerpt
article
from
An
In every locality.
"oh, til. n you have a heart?" sighto those of a mentation of this building.
It took
"The courts have likened the chauffeur's rigl Us atid duties
ed M s Carter.
HO freight cars to transport tin
to he that of
His relation to his employer has been dcela-i'- d
motorman.
IVrKins star. il, amazed, but p. rslj'.-- .
When engair. d on his t mr. 'oyer's business r.- - is the 4 7,000 tons, of stone from Milford,
roaster and servant.
d.
"My answ . r "
responsible f r h! act.--; but the .Mass.
agent of his employer, and the employer
In addition to the granite t'.lc .on
"W.vt," commanded Miss Carter.
employer is bound only in so far as lv act within the scope of the authority
"I'ntil
to involve his employer in heavy repair bill, and he in expressly forbidden to struct, on ol thi.s building has call-fo"I'ntd we g. t off the wagon."
the use of J7.000 t.m.x of st .1
take any bonus or discount fir supplies or repairs.
i'.rkins waited, but Improved the
"Borne of the recent ai ts have tuk n a decided step forward in fixing th" There have also been set 'n ;ia...
liability of the owner for the acts of the chuufteur by providing, lirst. that no sons, I.Viiihi.OUO bricks, weighing a tim. by a dissertation on his approved
person shall be perm.lUsJ to operate an automobile on the highway without total of 4S.000 tons. The liivt stone business methods and the manifest adof the masonry work on the building vantage of having a, husband who
the consent of the owner, an 1. second, that the owni r shall be hisresponsible
consent. was Iii. I June 15, inn. The entire could look ati. r on. 's uffairs. And
machine with
for all the acts of the operator while using the reducing
th- - dang, r to the masonry ,a
d
thus compb t. d In ap all tlie while the big, brown hut quivadvantage of
This legsli.t;oii has the
ered strangely in the moonbeams.
the responsibility upon tin- owner. It proximal, ly thirteen months ait r
public, at the fsric lime that it
was tic an.
When th. y arrived at the big sumiitim. nt which lias rebelled at
to th- - public
Is in a measure u co:,ces.-io- n
property
liuilt after the Roman Doric style mer In t. 1, Perkins assisted Miss Carthe liberty given to an irresponsible individualany,to dcstr .y life a and
con peiisat I therefor; for ol architecture, the building covers ter down and conducted her upon the
without any possibility of adequate, or In fact
he th- - utile ana hounded by Seventh porch. As the Tght stole under th"
which Buch a law exists, the burden will he upon the owner to show that
streets. The depth nig, brown ti.it, he opened his great,
If I- i- did h will be liable; if he did r.ot the chauf- and Thirty-thirdid not give hn consent.
It is e! the prop, rty on both str ts is 7JJ f 'shy ' no ut h.
punl.shm. nt for his offense.
feur can receive something like i,l, qu .-a alutary
liinlnating 'joy i.cl
t ff. it in
"You"' he ri. d.
t in. his and the I. ngth of th
believed that this provision will have
Mi.
building is 7n feet ! inch., thus alLaura Cart, r nmlili d. "Y. s.
riding,' an evil which has assumed tl.Miite: iig propoi tbins."
lowing tor extra-wid- e
sidewalks on the one you !v- - for h.rs.lf alone,'
both avenues. The walls extend for she giggled.
n A il..U'Iue'-!:?' s i" ::
The familiar face -- f (J.ivernor '!
"Put-to
inches from Thirty-firs- t
but
"stammered Perkins,
int. rests 4110 feet
que.
The governor is aiways vi Iconic ul.il w in n II' on-.- iss .n the cxcclleT
t Thirty-seeniistreets,
the Sevenin unt.l lie f.dt someone tugging at him
d 'in
(;i.v.rrier
.ill;,
f good roads he is linuhly wolcoine.
"You don't know the
of low
ami in- - linin strati. m of t. rri- - avenue facade .signalizing the main
work for the geniral good of .New .Minra
and busiie ss '" I, .amid young Tenney.
s w Olid t ntrance.
l'il,llpljl
why- th.
the
1ndic;-.tvery
plainly
affairs
torlal
The main body of the building ap- who had a firm grip on the hand of
like to have him puck.
proximates in hi iglit the Hourse o" Miss l'ani a Carter, the heiress. 'I
.ngs nn
i n.lman
'!'.
feet IllinVl have I ri
V',i ''!,'1 Talis, reaching sevi ritv-si'. i:t
The time mnv eo:ne in the course of human
level.
ntra need m ita ;!.' wi.d- um all evening for M.-'- s
the
With
in A Ibinpi. r.U. . In
money
d
us
taint,
acceptable
be
will
uh
meat
ito corners of Carter, ai.d r!i. likFact Is, she's
however, the city administration is not t lling tin- oiisu.ii, r any- through ea. hon .f the tw av
nue there agreed t i put up with it for lif '.
d. shed out by dealers tlie station
Seventh
been
has
meat
g
that
of
some
the
concern.
new
thing
aro carriage ilriv. s, each about sixty- - Shake!"
Not all the d..iis-- r to public health arts a from uce pala wat.r.
here.
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AIRSHIP IN WAR

"OLD r.ELIAHLn"

ESTABLISHED

187S.

L. FJ. PUTNEY

article in the August McClure's
Is remarkable
for its confident predictions of the future Importance of
airships in warfare and for Its auFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
thoritative tone. The writers
have
been for some time closely associated
Carries .he largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
with Count Zeppelin in his marvelou
in the Southwest.
experiments mid have apparently imbibed much of their hero's (xuberat.t
It is shown, to the
enthusiasm.
FARM 4.ND
WAGONS
writers' satisfaction at least, that the
Zeppelin uirship is destined to revox- a t
CENTRAL AVENUE
w
lutionize modern warfare, doing away
with the employment of large masses
of men, eliminating
infantry and
cavalry and rendering the battle of
the future one between a few expert
artillerymen In the air and their op444
w.
ponents on terra flrma. Prcsi nt are will continue to offer our entirn
tillery Is useless) for coping with aerial
uou
,?
battleships, but the Krupps have probnoos, Underwear, Dry Goods, Tinware, Crockery, etc., ouj
at very reduced
duced a new type to meet the emer- k prices.
gency.
It is designed to carry a
blazing shell that will set tire to the
gaseous contents of the airships, i 112 N. 2nd St.
Wm. D0LDE
causing an explosion and immediate
destruction of the craft. The range
of this, gun, firing directly upward, is
ixtremily limited, so much so thut
4
4)
4) 4)444
the writers in McClure's do not be4)4
lieve it would prove especially formidable. When the distance, speed
and erratic movement of the giant
airship are taken into consideration,
one appreciates what nn elusive mark
v. mm iu in u mULutMLjmiw m mrr
Jmt
It Is.
ltut, In the opinion of these
writers, those on the ground will find
ALBUQUERQUE
MCW MEXICO
it impossible to escape the lire of the
airship.
It will be equipped with
rapid-)tlrguns and ft machine rifle
pumping out 400 bullets a minute on
Capital and
any troops within two miles, "exactly
as a man turns the stream of a garden h"se ngalnst a tree." The range
of th- - airships' guns is greatly increase d on account of their position,
while the artillerymen
below will
find It impossible to reply effectively x
because the target will be constantly
NTEREST
ALLOWED
ON
SAVINGS
DEPOSITS
shifting. The result; "If cavalry or
infantry are moved over a country 4
patrolled by airships, they will be annihilated. This means the end of land
war as we now know it.'.'
A thrilling picture, In deed, but It
shows only one side of the question.
May it not be that the efficiency of
WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
the new guns for shooting at airships
has been minimized? From another
source comes the information
that
each of these aerial guns is equipped
By means of this
with a range-finde- r.
apparatus the gunner has only to alOF LBDQDKRQUE, N M.
low for the motion of the airship at
which he is aiming. The wheels of
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodatlc
the aerial gun are so arrange.! thai
the muzzle may be turned In any
and Solicits New Accounts
almost instantaneously
and
aimed at any airship that may suddenly change its direction." It is said
that the new weapon also contains
other advantages which have not yet
been made public and which will enOmCERS AND DIRKOTOftm
able it to fight the airship on practically equal terms. There can be no
SOLOMON LUNA, President
questions that the airship, In some
W
S.
STRICKLER,
Vice President and Cashle.
form or other, Is destined to play an
Important part In the warfare of the
W. J. JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier
future, but to the layman it appears
William Mcintosh,
J. C. Baldridge.
that the writers in McClure's have
"
'
painted their picture in rather too
A. M. Blackwe 1,
U. E. Cromwell.'
glowing colors. Pittsburg Gazette-Time- s.
An
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Facts About Milk
of
Some idea of the importance
milk as human food may be gained
h
from the fact that about
of
the total food of the average family
is furnished by It and its products,
says a bulletin of the department of
agriculture.
Of the various
whose
mammals
milk Is used for food In different
parts of the world may be mentioned
the coat In the hilly districts of Europe, the buffalo in India, the llama
in South America, the camel in desert countries and the mare on the
steppes of KusBla and Central Asia.
Sheep's milk Is used in some countries for making cheese and in other
ways, and the milk of reindeers is
commonly used as food In the Arctic
regions. With us the milk of the
cow go far surpasses all other kinds
In Importance that unless otherwise
specified the word milk is taken to
refer to cow's milk only.
Good, unadulterated
milk should
contain about 87 per cent of water
and 13 per cent solids.
Milk contains bacteria
of many
kinds and In varying numbers. They
cause the souring of milk ai well as
the ripening of cream and cheese,
and produce many other changes In
the appearance and flavor. Th nurrs-be- r
present In freshly-draw- n
milk
varies enormously with the condiare
tions of milking, and as they
greatly increased with dirty and
careless handling, cleanliness In all
matters pertaining to the milking and
marketing of milk and keeping It in
the home cannot be too strongly Ingerms, notably
sisted on. Diseas,,
those of typhoid, diphtheria, scarlet
fever and tuberculosis, may alBo be
carrltd In milk, so that the purity of
the milk supply is of vital importance to every family and community.
Tho proldeni of keeping milk sweet
Is one of checking the growth ijf the
bacteria; and as they are Inactive at
a temperature below 50 degrees Fahrenheit, milk should be kept In a cool
place. Two common methods for
and
milk are pasteurization
In the former the aim
ste. Ilization.
Is to apply heat In such a way as to
kill most of the bacteria without producing undesirable changes In the
milk; in tho latter, to apply enough
hi at to kill all the bacteria, but with
the least possible undesirable change.
Chemical preservatives In milk are
forbidden by pure food legislation in
many stat. s.
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Bank
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Your Selection
OF A GOOD BANK

Is important not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

....

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
9 200.000

pre-s.rvl-

Citizen Want Ads for Results
NOTICR TO TINSMITH
CONTIlACTOItS.

Sialc.l bi.l.s will be received until
o'clock. Auxust 16, 1909, by John
McManus, City Clerk of Aloiuiu.r-qui- ',
For a mil l, easy action of the bowtor furnishing about 460 galvanels, a single doe of Down's Itegulen
- enough.
Treatment cures habitual ized Iron dust pans for use In the proconstipation.
25 cents o box.
Ak posed sewerage system. at
Plans can be obtained
the offlcp
your drugg.st for them.
of the City engineer by nil reliable
Very low price on (amen 1oj 'a contractors.
m
;loi out stock. Come In bef..
The City Council rservei the r rt 1
to reject any find all bids.
tr .old out I H. Coi 701 W
FEI.IX H. I.ESTEIt. Mayor.
City Clerk.
JOHN' Ii.
A man always expects his wife to
!
tlu.-lo a lot letter
And mar.) a man has piled up b
he could possibly
be.
fortune by iiMnding his own business.

'rl

ro

5
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We how on buttons

dry

Coininy.

Ilubhs Iun- -

o

The Missouri Society of New
meet, the second Wed- ncsday of each month st Odd
IVIUius' hall, 321 South Second
strict. Next meeting Wedue- day, August 11.
Headquarter. at room 4. liar- licit building. .Second and Ceo- iral. l'lioiie 1079.
Alt MiMiurluns are rrquented
to call and register.
O. J. KIUEMKR,
Secretary.
Mexico
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LARGEST, GREATEST AND GRANDEST ft THE HISTORY OF THE ENTIRE SOUTHWEST
The management has arranged one of the most complete list of attractions ever offered, including exhibits of the Natural Resources of New Mexico, its vast Mineral, Agricultural and Horticultural Wealth,
which standing alone form a complete education and are worth journeying far to see.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM H. TAFT

the guest of the City of Albuquerque during the great exposition, and at which time the inventor of
one of the most successful airships ever constructed will make official tests around Albuquerque.
Will be

Albuquerque now being in the official
racing circuit, the visitors will witness
the best race horses in the country con
testing for purses amounting to $6,500.

will be offered for
amateur baseball, a series of games have
been arranged which will decide the
$1,509 in prizes

championship

of the Great Southwest.

Ample Hotel and Restaurant Accom-

Amusements Galore Marathon Races,
Fireworks and all kinds of amusements
both old and new will be provided for

modations will be provided, and the secretary will gladly make reservations for
those who request him to do so.

entertaining and amusing the visitors.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, OCTOBER I J, J2, J3, J4, J5 AND J6, J909
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ENTRY BLANKS, ETC., ADDRESS THE SECRETARY

W. 3. TIH&HY,

Pres.

source of Information.
If the plan
works out successfully, then the other roads will probably follow the
lead of the Milwaukee, and replace
their colored employes with white
men.
It Is stated that railroad officials
have been attempting to solve the
present tipping problem for some
time past. The answer Is, the railroad officials believe, to replace the
colored employes with white men
and to pay these white employes salaries that will enable them to support themselves.
It Is further stated that all the details of the plan have been worked
out and that the Milwaukee will proceed shortly to put the plan into execution. The Milwaukee was selected
by the other roads, at the meeting
of officials, to try the experiment.
The plan of the Milwaukee also Involves the doing away with colored
help on the diners of the company.
The waiters will be replaced with
white men, Just as on the sleeping
cars.
While the railroad man who gave
out the story stated that the plan Involved the expenditure of a greater
amount of money by the railroads,
the railroad officials are of the opinion that In the end it will pay.
In
the first place, there is at the present
agitation
against
an
time
the tipping
system. This the officials of the
clearly
perceive.
larger railroads
They are of the opinion that the
placing of white men in the worn
now done by colored men will decrease the earnings of the railroads
ut first, but that in the end it will

MAY ELIMINATE

NEGROES ON
PULLMANS
Railroads Said to Be Considering Plan to Use White
Men and to Allow
No Tips.

ALL NATIONS ARE

western states, and n foreign coun
tries which are represented in the con
gress.
"To establish a better understanding of the value of agricultural education In the public schools of the
west.

INVITED TO
ATTEND
Official Call lor Dry Farming

Congress at timings
Has Been

"To bring to the attention of active
farmers the various theories and
working plans whereby each farmer
may assist In the general commercial,
social and political uplift of the western states.
"This will be strictly an agricultural and development congretts," states
the call. "AH Irrelevant matters will
be eliminated.
There will be technical, practical farming, horticultural,
livestock and development sections
am It is expected that the world's
and
best experimental
authorities
will be
actual commercial farmers
program
ampresent. The
will give
ple time for open discussions and on;
session will be devoted to talkti by
A notable feature will bs
farmers.
'Governors' day,' when the chief executives of many western states wi'l
address the congress. The personal
representatives of many foreign na
in
the protlons will participate
gram."
In connection with the eongr8 will
be held the Second International Diy
Farming exposition, October
The exposition committee, wlih members in all western stntes and foreign
countries represented In the congress,
has begun active and elaborate preparation for assembling exhibits of dry
farmed products representing the arid
The call Indistricts of tho world.
vites the appointment of twi nty delegates by inch governor of a state,
territory or provinee, ten dob gates by
mayors of cities anil county commissioners; five delegates by agricultural
organizations, commercial. forest: v,
horticultural and national or state
live stock association; two delegates
l.y local live stock associations, grange
lodges or farmers' nssiMlntloiis,
boards of trudu
iH of commerce,
Ha
or other commercial bodies.
eompinhs are entitled to four
di legates; chief executives of nationi,
ministers or secretaries of agriculture,
United States senators or congressmen, agricultural college or experiment station officers or fucullh an I
various public ofliclalt npaucd In. or
whose dittos bring them In umli 't
f
with agricultural work, by virtue
their position are enltb il to seats In
the congrei-s- .
The call announces elaborate
at Hillings for the entertainment of ib legates an I visi'.oiH 'luriri.--;
the congress anl the organization of
AH ri
u general information burmu.
u r s should be addressed to the secretary of the congress, John T. Horns
at Hillings, Montana. The call is
oy r the tdgniiturcs of Frank C.
Powman, chairman of the national executive committee of the eong'i ss, ana
P. li. M"!-s- , chairman of the Montana
l.oard of control.

Billings, Mont., Aug. 5. Secretary
Chicago, Aug. 5. The National
John T. Burns today issued tho offt-c'Traveler's association In convention
call for the fourth annual session
here considered urging the Pullrryan
of the Dry Fainting congress, to be
company to supplant negro porters
hi Id at Hillings,
Mont.i October 26,
with girls. Wilson A. Sprague enjoys
11, 2S, Hit)!). The call is addressed to
the distinction of being the father
the president of the United States,
it the "Pullman porteress" Idea.
til" diplomatic representatives of foreign nations, ministers and secretaries
"Some pleople travel for pleasure,"
of agriculture of all countries, govhe said. We travel to earn our salernors of states, presidents of agriaries. A trip across the state with
cultural colleges,
state land boards,
about twenty stops en route means
state engineers, state boards of agrl-- j
a loss of sleep for about half that
culture, national, state and county ug
number of nights. Wo travel at
ricultuial associations or grange lodgnight to avoid having to stop In a
es, liviwtock associations, horticultural
bum of a hotel In some small town,
societies, county commissioners, niay- and what do rn get on the Pull- Pay.
ors Kit cities, presidents of towns, bll
man ?
t ommcrciul bodies, railroad and lmml-- !
"The porter knows that the averstation companies and members of
age traveling man, when he boards TINGUY FEOPLt WAR
the Dry Farming congress. In uddi
u Pullman sleeping ear at night. U
It on to these the call in bent to about
dead tired. Unless he Is well tipped
o 0u
Individual farmers anil otners
CN MRS. BESANT
he w'i't to it that half the bedding
interested In agriculture in the west,
You give him
is not iti the berth.
j
The call nutlim a the objects of the
his tin, go t the smoker and while
congress as follows:
you are away, he robs some one American HVh'ly W ill Try to
"To dlsucs.s and compare methods
j
tse's berth and there you are.
by whieh the treat urea of arid lull I
Head of t'.uglbdi liruiNii
"It looks to me that about the
jCan be profitably utilized under thor-- '
best remedy would be for the railroad eompsny to employ chamber-maidNew York, Aug. i. The followers ough tillage by which the natural
rainfall can be conserved.
women, who have worked in or Katherine Tinglcy of the "Univer"To encourage the use of method
hotels and wh know how to fix up sal brotherhood and Thcusopiiicul S
which, in districts win re rainfall
a tied o that the occupant in likely
headquartt rs urn bt by
whose
m r is limited,
to enjoy a night's sleep. I have yet Point Unu, Cai., are preparing to - flight, or irrigation
reage can b"
to find a Pullman porter who knows muss up the Amerkan tour of Mrs. the actual productive
ri ased.
how U tic & berth properly."
'Annie Hesant, head of the "Throsoph- - inr"To
ration becreate closer
According to the statement of a leal .Society," who arrived in Nc.
tween the government and state v.
Chicago railroad man the Chicago, York from Kngland a few day ago.
perts In charge of dry farming exper
Milwaukee & St. Paul railway will
These two branches of the cu : imental work and the actual farmers
soon try an experiment that will de- founded
by Mme. Blaratky are bitter of thx arid districts.
termine largely whether the colored
each other. Mrs. Tmghy num- ) "To enlarge tho plans for carrying
porter is to become a relic of the against
Secretary of the Treasury on a gnat i iieuti onal propaganda by
bers
former
transportaas
past, so far
railroad
Lyman J. Gage and other distin- j which, eventii j
the arid districts
tion In the north Is concerned.
guished public nu n among her sup- of the entire world can be populated
It is stated, upon the authority of porters, and
o
her Influence is said
by prosperous and content, d agricu.-turlMthis man. that the Milwaukee will
split the whole, bo?
replace all of the colored porters In be sufficient to
pen
of American Thcosophirtts wide
"To encourage legislation looking to
Its employ with white men, that the during
Mrs, Hesant present tour.
Increased federal and state appropritip system will be entirely abolished
Tile Ti.'igleyites caused to be dis- ations f"r the establishment of more
so far as it is possible for the railroad oflcials to abolish this prac- tributed among the tlieosophists in exp. rliio nta stations. the employtice, and that the salary of the white this ci'.y two circular liturs to stir up ment of more tield experts and tin
ration of all these
employe will be mad,; sufficient to a row at once, or.e of the pampiibts actual
n
in fixing and maintaining a
TO P.l ll.l AT ( 1IU (.o.
permit him to live decently without is signed by Ji.s ph H. Fussetl of Point
recognized standard of methods
Lorn a. In it the Hesant teachings ur.
Chicago. Aug. 5. A
fro.n
the aid of tips.
aid says:
The experiment soon to be tried called counterfeit theosophy, and nil for obtaining r.wults from the opera- Pittsburg to tho Heco:
Company
by the Milwaukee will be watched the adherents of the English, h jmir, tion of farms in the arid districts.
The Pr ssej .Steel Ca'
j'JO.iiou plant at
by many other large railroads of the are invited to get out from uadi. her
"To study methods and results of will build a new
to
according
the same banner and flock to Tltiil.Turu.
country,
dry farming operations in the various Chicago for making passenger cart.
al
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Plans had been prepared to build the
plant at McKeeg Hocks, but adverse
criticism by the public and newspapers regarding the strike at the
McKees Hocks plant has changed th
arrangement.
President
Frank X.
Hoffstott has made this

DISCONSOLATE WANDERERS THREE

Heavy, impure blood makes a mudpimply complexion, headaches,
nausea, indigestion. Thin blood makes
you weak, pale, sickly. Burdock Blood
Fitters makes the blood rich, red.
pure restores perfect health.
dy,

MANY VISITORS SEE

YOSEMITE

PARK

This t'UKu's Truffle Has Bcon Heavier Tliun for Years, and More
Arc Coming.
Yosemite, Aug. 5. Although the
annual summer rush to the Yosemlte
valley has ended, the travel Is keeping up in a way that is surprising
the transportation companies. Generally, with the approach of fall and
the dwindling of the waterfalls under
the summer heat, the stream of sightseers grows perceptibly small, but
this has not been noticeable this
year, and the remarkablo feature of
this year's travel has been the wuy
the people have been flocking Into
the valley, even after the season Is
supposed to have ended.
Already the record for lust ear's
travel has been smashed. Nearly
people have come In by rail and
stage, und over 1,00 have Journeyed
here in camp wagons and on horseback. Kven now the stages are carrying Into tho valley nearly 100 people a day. and camping outfits are
rolling in. staying a few days and
on Into the high mounthen
tain region, which is now in its greatest glory, the trails being open, the
fishing great and the feed excellent.
The prospects arc bright for a heavy travel In autumn, for It Is now
generally understood that President
Tail will pay the valley and the Big
'frees a visit in October, and the
presence of tin nation's chief executive will mean a subtle ini rease in
the stream of tourists, swelled by the
curious ones. At the rati; people are
flit' ring the valley the year's record
will show over 15.01)0 vlstors to
California's great scenic wondi r

sawdust dumped in streams to polluto
and destroy fish, slabs burned In perpetual bonfires, and defective logs anl
low grade lumber abandoned as nit
worth moving.
This policy docs not generally pr
vail now.
Some mills have put . i
machinery to work up their own byproducts; others sell their waste tj
manufacturers who can line It, a.s in
the case cited In Maine. Tin properties and uses of woods ure now subIjects of careful investigation, and th
problem of turning to avium llu
t li
odds and ends and t ie
Irougbt m ire to the fr.m; n
tiuii
formerly.
The United States f il st rv ice ha.s
taken up this stud;,' in a
luveatlga-i- f
sive und synt' tnati
tiuns of the woods
particuar states
life Ileitis con lucte d, usually in cn- iperatiuii with the states concerns. L
,Tlie plan, ,vlun tally carried out. will

WASTE OF WOOD
FAST

DECREASING

--

pat-sin-

Washington'

Plague

SMts.

lie in the low. marshy bottoms of the

Potomac, the breeding ground of malaria germs. These g.. rms cause
chills, fiver and ague, biliousness.
Jaundice. lassitu le, weakness and
ger.eral debility and bring suiTerlng
or d alh to thousimls yearly. But
Klettric Bitters never fail to destroy
tln-troubles.
and cure malaria
t mif
"They are the bi st
and cure for milarla I ever used,"
writca H M James, of Louellen, S.
C.
They cure stomach, liver, kidney
and blood troubles and will prevent
tspli'fl. Try them, CiOe. Guaranteed
by all druggists.
d

Manufacturers Find That What Some
Can't I'm-- Another Is Aiitioii
to (,l.

-

Washington, Aug. 5. The ,vas;e
wood heap continues to dlmin'rOi and
pass away. A Massachusetts manufacturer of brushes recently made a
discovery In Maine which sujiplie I
him with material exactly suited t i
his purpose.
Jto went to the pint
Tree state to buy wood for the back-- i
f hair brushes and the handles of
shaving brushes find chanced to vis t
the yards of a spool maker who was
using white birch. The spool man
took the white part of th wood oulv ill III le eVcty
run.' "cial wood in the
and was throwing aay the re Fritted Stat
n
tew. r than Jul) sp- hearts Thousands oi cords had been Cle. Tile propertii s oi ach wl.l b
burned or dumped In the lake to be ill estigate I. its h.irtln. lis, loii;;hneS-- ,
rid of I.
durability,
el istii
wi ight,
fu' i
w hi ru
The re, hearts w re exactly what value,
of tic. r i;ni:i.i
litthe brush maker wanted, and at
mi mm
nam s b whuli
;.i.
tle more than the i xperne of fr. Igli. H is k e
di:lc e!lt II Hi ties, atl't
he supplied his factory.
other nui'.l is o' th s kind, a history
:
This is typical of the trend of manto v. mid uses in lb p.iit w.ll t
!'. t useri.
a. arid an iiccouut of i r.
ufacturing.
Wililc of wood is st M
tln r wit'i sugg' sllons for a wtd r
great, but it is decreasing. What oio
of as- fulness in tile future by
factory can not us.- another tun s to
; out in
capacities it w ill
Formerly mills threw nwiv
profit.
t
an t
si valuable.
half the forest tops left in t:te wood '
:
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MERCHANTS DUPED

THE WRIGHTS

T

BY CHECK
Mlncola,

L.

Wrights

I., Aug.

5.

ARTIST

J.

LEE DEAD

Well Known Ilreiriciil of A
Clulnied by Death .ftv-

cd

For

OF SON

AT HOME

Two Ixx-a-l
Storcx Ca-h(hock
Wlihli Were ItoturniM I'npald
ami lHillc' Ar" AkiMl to Arivt-- t
the Maker.

t,

ioig

lllnes.

Although not entirely i; icxpected
by the Immediate membc .. of the
Several Albuquerque
merchants family,
the death shortly arter 9
have fallen victims of another "no
last night of Sirs. . A. Lee,
funds" check artist, but the losses o'clock
wife of the late Judge Will:., i D. Lee,
are not thounht to be large.
mber 23
Dr. C. H. Carns, the oculisv, who who died In California Dt
came as a shock to m.i
friends
has charge of Henry Yanow's pawn last,
shop while the latter Is on an outing who had known of her I II in . but did
not
It
was
realize
that
in California, Is probably the heaviest
i fatal
loser. Dr. earns cashed a check for nature.
to
Mrs.
Lc
came
Death
at the
$25. The E. L. Washburn company
reported a loss of a pair of shoes and home of her son, Harry F Lee, 303
some hose amounting to $7, and North Twelfth street, wher.' she has
been a guest since the death of Judge
while no others have been reported Lee
in California.
Mrs. Lee was 72
It is possible there are more.
old on January 20th of the
In each Instance the checks were years
signed S. Ii. Adams and were made present year and her death resulted
on a Prescott, Ariz., bank. The sup- from a general breakdown due to her
posed Mr. Adams arrived In the city present year and her death resulted
from a general breakdown due to her
last Thursday and stopped at the
He represented himself to advanced age and the active life she
the hotel clerk as a real estate man had led for so many years.
Four sons and a daughter survive.
of Prescott, here looking for Invest- Harry
F. Lee and Victor Lee, two of
ments, and to make his representa
were with the mother when
tions good, had cards printed at a lo- - the sons, came.
Fred Lee, another son,
cal print shop, "Adams Bros., Heal the end
Estate and Loans, Prescott."
Mr. will reach the city tonight from CaliLee,
Adams made appointments at the ho- - fornia. Thein remaining son Frank
California and the daugh"
lives
tel and talked real estate loudly in who
ter, Mrs. Charles F. Hunt, of Ocean
the hotel lobby.
of their
On the day after his arrival In the Park, were also notified
death by wire.
city, Mr. Adams dropped Into tho Ya- - mother'sbody
will bo taken to Los AnThe
now jewelry store and made the ac-- 1
qualntance ol Dr. Cams. He estab- geles for Interment and short5 funero'clock
lished himself with Dr. Carns on a al services will be held at
afternoon at the residence
of
brotherly
an this
basis by exhibiting
Uurlal will be made
Elks' card. He wanted to buy an Harry F. Lee.
Klk charm and he had a diamond laid beside tho body of Judge Lee at SanBarbara, California.
aside. Dr. Carns would not accept a ta Mrs.
Lee had been practically an
check on the transaction, but bellev-- !
tng him an Elk in good standing. Invalid for nearly a year and for over
had been unable to leave
cashed a check for $25 to relieve; ahermonth
d
bed. Her III health was
what Adams said was temporary fi- by the death of her husband
nancial embarrassment
because he last
December and she gradually lost
had not mad arruugemi Its with the
her physical strength until her death
local banks to open an account. When ' last
night. Judge and Mrs. Lee were
he did not see Adams on Saturday. '
with the building of Albuarns Decame uneasy ana spoKe to identified
and were among the most
Policeman Cooper. It was learned querque,
prominent citizens of the city for over
that Adams had left the city Friday twenty
years, during which time they
evening and was probably then In
Judge Lee was judge
leslded here.
Colorado,
second Judicial district for over
Although he had left word with the of the
cl"i-at the hotel to hold his mall. If five years and for the greater part of
any should come, that he would be his life was one of the most widely
back in a day or two, Dr. Carns felt known and successful attorneys In the
that he had been "stung." Yesterday territory.
Both he and his esteemed wife were
the checks came back and Chief of prominent
and
in public spirited
Police McMillin received a telegram charitable work
and possessed a wide
asking for the arrest of the man
acquaintance, both in New Mexico
claiming to be Adams.
The check at the E. L. Washburn and California.
There were many mourners at the
company would have boen larger If
residence today as soon as the
C O. Cushman, the min4fre!', would Lee
became known and the family
have permitted it to be. , Adams used death
the sympathy of the entire city,
his Elks' card there fop. Clifford has
and
Hayden waited on hirh and Mr. in the passing of a true woman
wife and mother. Many telAdams tendered him a .125 check In faithful
payment for a $6 pair of shoes and egrams of condolence from all parts
$1 worth
of hose. ' Mr. Cushman of the territory were received by relcouldn't see It that way, so Mr. atives today.
Adams made out' a chock for the
THE POSSE GOT HIM.
of the tiurchase." He had a
White Hear, Minn., Aug. 6. After
check book.
holding up the cashier of the First
At the Washburn company's store State bank, securing
$750,
Henry
Adams repnsented himself to be In Paul killed Fred Larkena.
fatally
business in Oeorgla and gave the wounded William Butler, of the purfirm's name. It was looked up In suing posse, and was himself killed
Hrads-treetby the bank Immediately by the posse.
the checks were deposited and no
su.h firm could be located., The A VIIMJIXIW TAKES
bank already had information about
CHARGE OF CEMETERY
a bad check man working In Arixona
Santa Fe. N. M., Aug. 5. E. W.
ant '.he officers were sure that the Kendall
Is here from Hampton, Va.,
checks Aould b returned marked "no to take charge of the national cemefunds. '
tery as superintendent,
succeeding
Adiitr.s appeared to be about 32 Captain A. J. Chapman, who has been
light
complex-lopr-)'ar o:d. was rather
transferred to Saunton, Va.
smooth shaven and weighed
probably 165 pounds. He had the
Do you hate to darn stockings?
appearance of a busintss man.
Then buy our Black Cat brand of
hosiery. They wear so long and cost
Ouns for rent. Loaded shells for so little that this disagreeable work
sale. Albuquerque Cycle & Arms Co.. l.i reduced to the minimum. We have
513 and 515 West Central avenue.
all sizes for men, women and children. Prices run from 12V4 to 60
We DARN your nooks. IIUBIW1 cents. C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West
LACXDRY COMPANY.
Central avenue.
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PETTUS PLAYING

PUT ON NEW

WITH

MACHINE.
1
der.
know they have to use their
rudder to keep their balance when
warping. But I don't have to do that.
I can use my warping planes without
touching my rudder.
"If there is any fight against my
machine that is where It will come,
and I know that my machine will
stand the test In the courts."

THE GIANTS

SEE

mm

j

.y'.vi.-

GLENN CURTISS
court that my machine is an Infringement on theirs. I have talked wi'.h
both Wilbur and Orville about the
matter. They claim that my warping
apparatus, the action of which, Jn the
air, has to be offset by the action of
the rudder, is an Infringement on tfteir
patent. Their patent covens a combination of warping apparatus and rud

8E AIL RIGHT SOGN

TRAIN

FOR EXCLUSIVE TRAVEL

His Many Frlctuls Arc Glad to Hear Colored lloy of Albuquerque Pulled Sunla Fe to Add Vast Pafsenrer From
Chicago to the Coast for
His Team Out of Tight Fluces
Tlial lie Is Recovering From
the Well.
at Chicago.
Injury.

l.!iiAnwrsammEMi

augu-mente-

i

I

ALL THE WAY UP
From the foundation to the shingles on the root, we are
selling Building Material Cheaper than you have bought
for many years. Save at least 25 per cent and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material

Bill Pettus,

Albuthe
querque colored boy, la starring as a
ball player in Chicago. Pettus recently joined the Kansas City Giants and
for several days his team has been
playing agalnBt the Cuban Giants of
Chicago. In a series of three games
Pettus proved a stellar light. He
played center field in the first game
and one as
and scored six put-ousist, getting two hit.. In the second
game he played both center field and
behind the bat, and did more hard
bringing in the only run mad
by the Kansas City team in the game,
ln he third amiJ "e made tne tWJ
runs made by the Kansaa City
ants; one was a home run hit and
ltne other was earned. Since leaving
Albuquerque in the spring Pettus has
been doing some boxing as well as
1'lay'ng ball.
ts

I

j

bt-fe-

ELKS TO ENTERTAIN
WITH

DANCE

SPANISH

'onuiiit(ee 1'laiiH
cial FventH o Ik- - Held During
the Winter.

FnUi-taimiH'i-

So-

well-known

1

11

fl 0 C

uUUUL

NO FLOWER

SHOW

m

II

THIS FALL

IS THE TITLE NOW
ropular Senator From Quay County
a Visitor In the Metropolis.
Mechem, of Quay county, a
prominent attorney and member of
the upper house In the last legislature, accompanied Governor Curry to
Albuquerque last night. Mr. Mechem
has just been confirmed by the United States Senate as judge of the (Seventh judicial district in New Mexico
and is preparing to enter upon h'n
duties on the bench.
It was "Judge Mechem" last nignt
among his friends, and Mr. Meche.n
wore the honors with becoming dignity.
"Whenever it gets to a point where
I can't stand it," he said, "I can always fine 'em for contempt of court."
Mr. Mechem, who was 111 for several weeks during the legislature, now
appears to be in robuet health and
;says he never felt better.
lie win
leave tonight for Santa Fe and from
there will return to his home, county,
M. C.

j

j

Oc-th-

j

liar-woo-

Wise is the man who buys a ntum
The rapid tucreuse In our
ticket when he wnndeis fi.rm his own
due to m'mkI work und fair treatfin side.
ment of our patioiiK, llilbln Ijiiimln

la-g-

Iiiipriivenie.nl Society Decides Drou'li
and Late Spring Are Aguinxt It
The Albuquerque Civic Improvement society, at a meeting held last
night, decided that it would be impossible to hold a creditable flower
as had been
show in September,
planned.
There are a number of
very "beautiful garden
in the city
but many were blighted and make a
poorer showing than usual as a re
sult of the late spring and the drougnt
of the summer.
Routine business was discussed, and
after the following resolutions
adopted the society adjourned to meet
August 11:
"Whereas, by reason of the phe
nomenal weather during the greater
part of the present year, including
killing frosts during nearly the whole
of the spring months, followed by excessive heat and drouth during the
summer, it has been practically im
possible to have a ' flower show
worthy of the name; and
"Whereas, an attempt to make such
an exhibit under the unfavorable and
unusual conditions existing at this
time would not give the visitor a fair
or correct impression of the produc
tivc capacity of the country In a nor
mal year; therefore
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Patternmaker Wanted

Easter Lily Ranch Means
Loss of Thousands to Japs
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are as natural as the fruits from which they are
made.
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Consolidated Liquor Go,
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fort be made to have a competitive
flower show this season, and that the
whole rratter be postponed till next
year; and be it further
whi
"Hesolved. that all children
st efforts to cuUivat-gardehave made
prize
given
as
shall be
One dollar for the best garden, seveniy-fiv- e
cents for the second
In st. fifty cents for the third best, and
twenty-fiv- e
cents to all that have succeeded in any reasonable measure."
Lys'i"
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At a meeting of the entertainment
f the local Elk lodge last
lommittee
night, plans for the monthly entertainments to be given during the
wintir were dUcusscd and it was decided to start oft the list with a
Spanish dance, w hich w.I! probably
be given either August 1 or 18. The
I n ..i n iino n n .1
hi. tn
nviivraiiia
Jhe Spanish language arid the dancers
are expected to come in Spanish cos- - j
tume. The music will be Spanish in OCTOKOOX C OMPANY
111.1 J) ITS I'APEICS
origin. A Spanish dancer and Span- e
Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 5. The
ish singers will be secured to add to
entertainment of t.ie guests. Even turoon Mining company today filed
ta-the menu will be Spanish, a hut 1 incorporation papers with Territorial
male, beans and cup of coffee being Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The capital'
i.ntion is tl.0UO.U0O, divided into a
served to each.
a million shares. The directors ami
The committee plans to Rive
'
once each month during the n.riiorators who each subscribed to
winter, the daili es represent. ng the liO.Otio sharps are C. N. Davis. A. O.
nations. The Sia,h ilav will be Bateniaii. C. L. I rnt in, A. H.
and B. . Lynch, all of Allyii- followed by an Italinn dance, (lor- nian dance, etc., end the events prom- - qui rque, which is to be the ofiici ii
Ise to be well patronized and enjoyed headquarters of tlie company, offlct s
Yiy the K'ks and fieir
und being established at 2n5 West Cruld
wives
avenue
sweethearts.
VI"

Instead of losing trains, as has been
the rumor since the building of the
Albuquerque will
Santa Fe cut-of- f,
have more trains this fall than ever
before. The Santa Fe has decided to
put an excess far train nn between
Chicago and San Francisco for exclusive travel that is wlliin to' pay the
price. While the schedule has no:
fully been decided upon, the niw
train will have a faster schedule than
the limited No. 3 and will give tetter
and more costly service If such a
thing is possible. It will run three
times a week. It is understood that
the excess fare between Chicago and
San Francisco will be $15.' Albuquerque will be one of the few places between the two terminals that the
train will give passenger service to.

Lumber Co.
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Finnegan wa seriously hurt in an
Automobile accident but there is hope
for his ultimate recovery. His injury
may be only a temporary paralysis of
the spine.
Finnegan is a little black dog who
made his home in the restaurant. Qf
Frank Anderson, in the rear of Graham Bros.' saloon, and dined many
times a day with patrons of the place.
Finnegan was never a bit backward
about making new acquaintances.
r,
o
n
i.i
.nni
wh.n o
for a meal Finnegan would take iy?
h;s Elation Immediately in the rear
and do a little gentle but effective
begging. Finnegan wa8 w ell fed and
until Monday, when an accident
him
While playing with a larger dog
on Central avenue Finnegan leaped
in front of the big auto belonging W
J L. LaDriere, and one of the front
wheels passed over his body. He rolled
over in the dust and started to rise,
but it was evident that his spine was
hurt, so he was carried tenderly to a
bed of sawdust and given modkal attention. Until yesterday he could
not move. This morning there was
faint evidence of his recovery. Ha
could stand up and the news was received with gladness by his many
friends.
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While th

have been tolling nnj
their machine at For. Meyer
young
a
man 'hero liab bpen cmklnK
lllghts nearly every day In an aeroplane which may Boon become a powerful rival of the machine of the Dayton brothers.
He Is Glenn II. Curtiss of
N. Y., 30 years old, protege of Dr. Alexander Graham Hell.
While the Wrights at Washington
were complaining about the size of
the field at Fort Meyer, Curtiss was
flying at Morris l'ark, X. Y., amid surroundings that would have made the
Wright shudder.
At Fort Meyer the eoldiers removed
three telephone poles, on the edge of
the field, at the order of the Wrights,
and cut down scores of small trees
that lined the testing ground. The
Wrights continually complain about
the size of the field.
But at Morris Park Curtis In his
aeroplane sailed over fences and
bheds, paet flagpoles, tree9 and posts.
The great grandstand did not daunt
him, and when he apprnai hed it h'f
dipped down below its roof no that
every person there seated might view
him and his machine as they swept
through space.
At this particular moment, on one
y
side of him was a high,
judges' stand, surmounted by a flat?
pole, on his right was the grandran two hirf
Below him
stand.
fences und before him was a mass of
high trees, surrounding a shed.
So perfectly was his flyer under
control that he moved In and out between the obstructions, darting about
like a fire fly.
The Wrights would not have attempted, under any condition, a
flight amid such surroundings.
Curtiss will also seek honors abroad,
for at Hheims, France, In the autumn,
he is to fly, as representative of the
American Aero club, in the International contest.
"My machine weighs less than the
Wrights'," ays Curtiss, "but It carries only one passenger. My engine
weighs only aV pounds, and develops
25 horse power. Their engine is very
much heavier' than mine.
"The Wrights will have to show in
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SLOAN CLOSED

A

AT
GAMBLING
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t'

PRESCOTT
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Governor Told Officers to Get
Busy or They Would Have
to Answer to Him.

.iV;

t

-

I'homix. A'. 5. All the denials
the world ;im,1 nil tlio fake Invus- of
liKHlioiia, :uiT'."d on by friends
tho gambl'Ts, will not alter the fact
that gambling u. actually opened In
l in
i
ii
i'reseutt, and xisted there In open
:
violation of the Arizona laws until
the gamblers took fright and cloned
down tight.
After the exposure in Phoenix that
Rambling had been resumed In Pres-cot- t,
Governor Sloan .sent word to
District Attorney Ross and Sheriff
Smith of Yavapai that If gambling
was not stopped it would become his
to
take
duty us chief executive
charge of the serious situation.
Off for the train in a shower of rice and old boots-tr- ie
happiest shower that ever
When Governor Sloan gave out this
fell upon the earth. It is the one time in life when the wotld seems the rosiest and
became
ultimatum,
the gamblers
scared, and word was sent them that
brightest, when everything seems bursting with the sheer joy and happiness cf living
IC
they wanted to keep out of the
penitentiary they- hail better stop.
But when the honeymoon begins to wane and the youngsters are ready 10 settle
After the gambling games had
been closed through fright and to dedown in a home of their own-th- en
begins the round of time old problems.
lude the people n fake investigation
they
First
must find a flat, unless they are going to live with (he old f elks. 1 hen
was made and It was telegraphed all
over Arizona that an Investigation
they must buy the furniture--an- d
what fun it is too! and the cook--ye- s
it is wisest to
had failed to show that there was any
gambling.
Harvest Well Started and
high
cook
if
school.
did
even she
learn "domestic science'' at
to have a
That gambling did exist in Preseott
for seteral days in open violation of
All of these problems can be simplified by a careful study of the want ad columns
Shows That Farmers Will
the law can be provid by dozens of
The best flat in the city will be found listed there-- if it is empty. Furniture just as
witnesses.
PocKet for Wheat Alone
Little or no attempt was made by
good as new is for sale in these columns. And the cookyes, you can find her there
the gamblers to hide their violation
S222.000.000 More
of the law.
too by a little ad of your own.
Than Last Year.
When it was seen that the YavaDon't overlook these little suggestions and the honeymoon will still continue to shine
pai officials intended to take no part
In the affair.
Governor Sloan, who
A
ON
SUMMER
THIS
WHEAT
20,000
OF
through all the dense clouds of reality see if it don't.
BCSHELS
Chicago. Aug. 5. Board of Trade HARVESTING
was at the time in Preseott, sent
BONANZA KANSAS FARM.
to
word
officials
these
either
that
Chi
in
loaders
men and commercial
BHBSOkVWL!!JUiiaDa
IN SHOCKS ON BONANZA FARM they must act or he would have a
In SHEAVES OF WHEAT GATHERED
cago, the greatest grain market
IN KANSAS.
company of the national guard In
the world, unite In declaring that the
Preseott to take charge of the situaa big wheat raiser in Min- - laws of nature alone to make him rich tion. Sloan's threat had the desired
harvest of 1909 crops moans a ban discussing
e
nroresses
Now
nnan.n Bo iii- "Vti Iia's ihnl we call .or nor.
effect.
ner year for the American farmer.
a bonanza farmer, or one of those have coaxed the soil nnd rotation of
Preseott people
So incensed arc
The wheat crop, harvest of which those fellows who clean up from $20,-00- 0 crops will yet conquer it.
over the daring of the gamblers that
the
will
be
already has started,
to $40,000 a year on their wheat
Secretary Wilson's contention that steps are being started to bring about
BIG LEAGUE TEAMS
largest, both from a standpoint of crop. They re getting to be so num the farmer is a ureal organizer is a Ideal option election In Preseott.
pay
we
panic
don't
now
by
pouring
erous
that
borne out
letters that arc
acreage and value, of any crop since
Many who were opposed to closing
Into the board of trade. Some "bo- the saloons have announced since the
the first grain was dropped In Am ulal attention to them,
"The farmer of yesterday would nanza" men use the telephone and action of the gamblers that they WI1L.KG THEY AKE PLAYING THIS
erican soil. From northern Canada
AiTEKNOON.
They arrange for are ready to vote the saloons out of
to Texas, and from the Alleghenies think he was dreaming If he could the telegraph.
to the Pacific slope, farmers are see the way these men carry on thei cars and sometimes special freight the mountain city.
American League.
trains to deliver their wheat Into the
busy with harvesters and thrashers business."
No violation of an Arizona law has
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Passenger agents of western rail- market at an advantageous time, and created as big a sensation as did
millions
garnering It. Seventy-fiv- e
St. Louis at New York.
of acres were sown in wheat this roads assert that there never were so conduct their big businees with de- the opening of gambling In Prescott
Detroit at Boston.
many party tickets sold for harvest partment store pystem.
year.
Some of the leading officials of YavaCleveland at Washington.
Due to the plunges of Jas. A. Pat- field workers from the east. College
ln 1584 there was grown In this pai county and Preseott were mixed
ten on the board of trade, a great students by the carload are rushing country only 4
bushels of wheat up In the candal, whrch Is not yet
National League.
foreign demand and the increase of to Kansas and the Dakot.is. From per cupita. This year with less than at nn end.
Boston at Chicago.
d
of tho people farmers, the
the world's population, the price of the University of Chicago alone 173
has yet been obNo explanation
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
per capita production of wheat Is tained from any of the Yavapai ofwheat In this marketplace has been students have gone out.
New York at Cincinnati.
upheld.
proceed
Nearly $800,000,000
will change more than 10 bushels. The advance ficials why they did not
A Little Rebel, by The Ductus
The Mysterious Key, by Louisa
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
"It's a bumper crop," every grain hands in Chicago when the wheat made In production is Just as notable against the gumblera until Governor
man on La Salle street says, when crop is marketed.
Compared to and no more than the advance of Sloan warned them that he intended
Otho the Arch, by Alexander
Western League.
he reads the morning bulletins In the time when the harvester was first modern methods over the single plow to take action If they did not.
by Jane maa.
Mystery,
Swamp
Cedar
The
at
Denver.
Wichita
the Board of Trade building.
Invented, these figures are staggering. and the scythe of Lincoln's boyhood.
Private letters from Preseott state
Austin.
Topeka at Pueblo.
The Corslcan Brothers, by Alezaa- Railroads, elevator men, brokers,
This advance has given the country that the gamblers hope that the pubAbraham Lincoln was 22 years old
Sioux City at Des Moines.
der
Dumas.
millers and wholesalers of flour and when the first harvesting
machine Its steel mills, railways, and varied lic will soon forget their transgresby
The Twelve Great Diamonds,
Omaha at Lincoln.
breadstuffs all are In line waiting. A was made. Man depended then on Industries. It has raised the farmer sions ,and that gambling may be
Austin.
Jane
Htnton Hall, by May Agaw
later, but with more secrecy
rush of harvesters through the yel- the anclet scythe to garner his crop. from a place of ridicule and obscuriFlaming.
HOW TUEY STAND.
low fields and the whirr of the The farmer then was "the man with ty to the pinnacle of respect among and less open defiance of the laws
by
Jane
Kraken,
The Wreck of the
thrasher will be the signal for huge the hoe" and nothing more. The his fellow Americans, and has made and public.
Child of the Wreck, by May Acne
Austin.
American League.
of trade. It
moves In the world of finance and change that has come over harvest- his children the ma.-tePet.
Won. Lost.
Fleming.
.
commerce, and Chicago will be the ing methods In a little more than 75 has furnished the material and the
Scared With a Hot Iron,
by
Emer37
.622
Kidnapped
Heiress,
61
The
years Is greater than In all the pre- men for great schools and colleges, or scalded by overturned kettle cut Detroit
center of it all.
The
of
Ernsteln, by Hay AgRose
BS
38
.604
son Bennett.
Philadelphia
means with a knife bruised by slammed Boston
The American farmer has ceaned ceding history of the world. Before developed new and unheard-o- f
nes Fleming.
.564
44
He's the American farmer started meth- - of saving the soil for the future, and door injured by gun or In any other rle"veianil
to be the homespun farmer.
.526
46
51
The Midnight Marriage, Emersn
Mystery of Blackwood Grange, fr
now the bonanza farmer. Secretary ods that have resulted In the bumper has made the United tates the chief way me ining neeueu ai once is Chicago
T
.495 Bennett.
48
May Agnes Fleming.
Geo. F. Stone of the Board of Trade, crop of 1909, he depended on the broad-winnfor the world.
Hucklen's Arnica Salve to subdue in- New York
4 4
.463
51
flammation and kill the pain. It's St. Louis
.436
53
41
Lady Gwendoline's Dream, Char- Sir Noel's Heir, by May Agnes
enrth's supreme healer, infallible for Washington
70
.286 lotte Braeme.
28
Fleming.
tlvlty where it demands a practical builder and weftern pioneer of de- boils, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
velopment, and numerous oiners from piles. 25c at all druggists.
solution.
Woven on Fate's Loom. Charis
Beauty's Marriage. Charlotte Brae
National League.
o
various sections of the United States.
How to utilize the remaining naturGarvlce.
Won. Lost. Pet.
colleges and uniAbout seventy-fiv- e
.714
al resources of our country in order
26
65
Pittsburg
The Woman In Armor, by Mary.
Coralle, Charlotte Braeme.
to Insure present and future Indus- versities will be represented by their AND PAYNE MIGHT
.670
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61
Chicago
delegates,
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trial prosperity without endangering respective presidents andmany
New
York
Morn,
Wedding
Charlotte
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trade is an important question. This mercial and civic organizations. Tl.4
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bery, by Mary R. H. Hatch.
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should come before the people In a governors of many states and their
Iyouis
St.
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national convention for an exchange conservation commissions are expected
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New
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The man with money desires In theThe
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so
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movement
conservation
Miller.
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Lost.
delegatm are to be present from
Marlon ArdlelgW'e Penace, CharWashington, Aug. '5. Sereno E.
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sources of a community will not be man
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Victim. Charlotte Southworth.
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Practical conservation
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Month.
sentiment behind tho movement that
Braeme.
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question requiring a financial solution. arouses the peoplo of the nation to And
Tha Wife's Victory, by Mrs. South- to its source. House members, how
various
into
the
Mrs. worth.
Waste has entered
Life,
a
Qulst
Tragedy
of
Everywhere ever, have been discussing it for some
action.
concerted
such
AmerUtiii Iiftttfue.
avenues of the life of the nation, state,
Huston 3, Detroit 10, (first game.) Burnett.
The Refugee, by Mrs. Southworta.
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the utilization of til.' nancial bankruptcy.
It U the time
Washington 6. Cleveland 2.
Taft, in forcing the Senate
tit the Wellington Conservation asso- characterized
The Fatal Secret, by Mrs. Sooth-wortCora Hastings, by Mary Dallas.
natur- in forest, stream and for reforesting tho hilK restocking President
gifts
of
to accept the tariff bill of his makthe
ciation, and in connection with
Held, und the natural laws, applicable
eoil ing.
National
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Classified

HOUSES

BUSINESS

)1 RECTORY

JOHN

RENT

HOUSES FOR 8ALK

Md.

RANCHES FOR SA) i:
BUSINESS

orpop.

TUNTTIES ,

Auto

F. S. HOPPING
821 South Second St.
Indian Motor Cycles and inln Tlra

Vulcanizing.

Blcvclen for Sale or Rent. Wr,lr.
Ing and Supplies of All Kinds.

GROCERIES

LOST AND FOUND

ns

PROFESSIONAL

A FIOCININL

SOIAMION
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Hours 10 to 13 and 9 to 4.
Telephone 886.
Rooms 8, S, and 10, State National
Bank Block.

"If I Could Only Room in One
of Those Residences."

WANTED

FOR

j

i

j

Rand-McNall-

SHOEMAKERS
P. MATTEUCCl.

I

--

street

--

g.

Boot and Shoe Maker, lis 8. Third St
Men's Shoes.
$1.10
Soles and Heels, nailed
H Soles and HeeW, sewed
ILiO
Room 12.
Ladles' Shoes.
7Io
H Soles and Heels, nailed
N. T. Armljo Dulldlng.
$1.3$
H Soles and Heels, sewed,
Only the very beat rock-oa- k
sole
leather used and absolute satisfac
EDMUND G. ALGER, D. D. S.
All work guarantion guaranteed.
Office hours,
a. m. to 12:30 p. m. teed. All work given prompt atten
tion.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.
Phone 4S6

CIIAS. HEWITT,

H. W. D. BRYAN

Attorn

Office

n

Sewing Machines

LAWYERS

furniture, etc.
No sickness.

mod-

housekeep-

ing on North Second street
$16.0O 4 room bouse. West
Central Ave., nesj Castle Hun-inPartly furnlshe
$20.00 'Rooming house with
store room, close to shops.
4 room
$23.00
furnished
flat, with sleeping porcb all
modern, plenty shad, on North
Second st. Cool aummt home.
$22.504 room modern brick
house, West Marquette
rooms fur$2.50 per week.
nished for light housekeeping.
West Copper, nesr Third street
$63.00
Hotel Henrietta, is
brand new. never oetipled, la
modern, 27 rooms good location, a bargain.
$150.00
Rico aotel I story
brick, N. First st. bet-CenLower
tral and Copper sv
Uppe
rooms.
floor store
floors
have 18 modern nnnnej rooms
Will
for rooming house.
rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent Great opportunity.

DENTISTS.

306 Went Central Ave.

Very clots in

$12.00

ern rooms for light

DRS. COPP AND PETTITT

117 South Third St.
Dealer In sewing machines and all

J

their Darts: bicycles, tvnewrltera and
creamery supplies.
Expert repairer

Wt Goto A.wnu

219

or torxs; Keys made and fitted; bicycles, typewriters
and sewing maNational
Bank Bulldinj chines repaired. Albuquerque. N. M.
First
Albuquerque, New Mexico,

444444444444w

E. W. BOBSON

FOR SALE A new modern
Santa Fe brick house, 326 No.
Fourth etreet. See O. W. Lyon, 423
South First street.
FOR SALE
brick house, (
lots, $1,850.50, and other bargains,
W. H. McMIllion, real estate broker, 211 W. Gold.
FOR SALE Lot on Twelfth street.
No. 31 Block No. 9. Perea addition
for $125 or will trade for property
in Virginia. Address H. H. Huffman, 123 Salem Ave., S. W. Roanoke. Va
TYPEWRITERS
Attorney; and Counsellors at Law.
FOR SALE Small, established busiWill do a general practice In
ness In good location; one person FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter, No,
All Courts.
6, like new. Cheap. Matson'a bookcan handle It; money maker for
Rooms IS. 17 and 19. Cromwell Bldg.,
store.
right party. Address "Q. R.,-- ' care
Albuquerque, N. M.
Citizen.
run oall rox typewriter; very
23,
No.
latest visible model
like
FOR SALE Modern
house;
new. cheap. Millett Studio,
IRA M. BOND
easy terms and price reasonable.
Inquire 214 North Walter.
FOR RENT Typewriters, all kind
Attorney-ut-LaAlbuquerque Typewriter Exchange. Pension,
I'm tents.
Copyrights,

houe,

b x

to-'-

lot

t.

.:vc
MUST EI.I.

E Santa Fc
.

Make an offer. Do it now.
on brand new

Wanted-r-$l,U-

prop ny.

HAMLETTGold

I

i

Real Eitate

21

W.

1

4

to take Cardul, for your femala
troubles, because ve are sura it
will heb you. Remember that
this great female remedy ;

lnd

Caveats, Letter Intents, Trade
PERSO SAL
Marks, Claims.
FOR SALE Profitable,
established
36 F. Street N. W Washington, V. C.
business. Owner must leave city,
WANTED Manuscripts. Novels poetInquire Citizen office.
ry, history, essays, etc., tor publicaTIIOS. K. I). SLI)DISON
tion in book form. Cochrane Pub- CAPITAL furnished for meritorious
lishing
Co.,
777
Tribune building,
enterprises; stock and bond IsAttioriicy-ut-l.au'.
New Tork City.
sues sold on commission; companies organized;
loans negotiated.
Office 117 VeL Gold Ave.
OF
DISSOLUTION
OF
Address with full particulars, Mtt- - NOTICE
P.VIITXKKSUIP.
ropolitan Investment company. 131
Notice is hereby given thnt the
La Salle street. Chicago.
INSURANCE
general partnership heretofore cxist-ir- g
V
between the undersigned, unJer
11. A. fcUZYSTTH
the firm nani of Harnett and Ia vy,
has tcon this day dissolved by in.it-uiInsurance, Ileal
Notary
consent, and Jacob Levy will rebusiWANTED Young, competent
Public.
ness inen and women. This U tne ceive aM moneys due to the said
and pay all demands Hg.titist
demand on all hands. The AlbuRooms 12 ar,l 14. CroinueW lllk.
querque Business college in the Li- the1 fame.
Xpw Mexico
h
imdersdgned have entere.l Into Alliuuerque
brary building qualified you for any
a
limited partnership, under tho laws
place. Bookkeeping, stenography.
A. E. WAIJvl It
English and Spanish, banking ac- 3f th territory of New Mexic , ;Vr
counting, civil service, etc. Day or thy I urpoKe of conducting a v.ti i
and retail l,iior, cijfar and
Fire Iiisuruiice.
night. Phone 627.
i
ro business under the firm name Secretary Mutual Building
o? Jtc.ib Levy and Company, in the
217
e.t Central Avenue
vty of Albu'juerq'je. as provided by
LOST
FOUND
th. laws of the territory of New Mex-- i'
OSTEOPATH
i as per certificate of such limited
I.xST 'H STRAY ED A co'.t; owr.er
iiui have same by calling at this P'.n nertdiip on file in -the office of the
j !
:".. clerk and ex- flii io recorder
C. II. ( O.NNOlt, M. I). D. O.
office arid paying cost.
uf 1 r rj a i o county.
gold,
Dated at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
LST Hilt buckle, of Egypt. an
Osteopath.
on North Sixth, Seventh or Eighth. July 22, 1909.
Finder return to (ois office ar.d
JOE BARNETT,
pecialiit In Chronic Diseases. Office
A. Hru lhaw.
JACOB LEVY.
N T. Armijj Lldg.

Ask to See It

We Ask You
"fTf!

H

'H

tsf

JlaksassK

I

f

has brought relief 0 inmnartda of
other alcx women, bo vfiy not to
you ? For heaJache, backache,

J

periodical pains, female weakness, marry have said It Is "the
best medicine to take." Try tt I

Rare Opportunities

Sold In This City

.i

IM 4jj

11

CO TEARS'
EXPERIENCE

V

n

Ij-tat-

part-ne-rh-

prj-tectio- n.

STORAGE

Range,

Open day and night. 211 West Cen
tral. In addition to our regular
meals
We serve short orders, noodles, chop
suey in si) styles and other mandarin
dishes. Give us a trial.

103 North First Street.
Sole agent for Famous
Roberts
Johnson
Rand "Star" Shoes; also
Dental Surgery.
complete line of serviceable shoes.
Expert repairing, all work guaran
Rooms 3 and S, Harnett Building, teed.
Over O'RJolley's Drug Store.
Appointments made by mall.
N. YANN1.
Fhone 774.

Business Opportunities

--

s

SALE

Parties leaving city.
1301 Fruit avenue.

SAN JOSE RESTAURANT.

Tuas a Glorious Victory,
There's rejoicing in Fedora, Tenn.
A man's life has been saved, and now
Attomey-at-La- w
Dr. King's New Discovery Is the talk
of the town for curing C. V. Pepper
Office Cromwell Block
of deadly lung hemorrhages. ,"I could
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
not work nor get about," he writes,
"and the doctors did me no good, but,
JOSE C. ESPLNOSA
after using Dr. King's New Discovery
three weeks. I feel like a new man,
Attorney at Law.
and can do good work again," For
,
weak, sore or diseased lungs, coughs
FOR REN1
(Licensiado.)
and colds, hemorrhages, hay fever,
Will Do a General Practice In all la grippe, asthma or any bronchial
FOR RENT 4, 6. 6 and
affection it stands unrivaled.
Price
houses; rooms for housekeeping. Room 1$, ArmljoCourts.
Block, Albuquerque, 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold
W. H. McMilllon, 211 W. Gold.
guaranteed
by
druggists,
and
New Mexio.
all
o
FOR RENT Rooms for rent for light
housekeeping.
want
Cltlien
617 8. Broadway.
ads bring results.
MODESTO C ORTIZ.
Any part or all of the first floor of
Attorn
the Luna and Strlckler building Is
Send for Our Select List of
now ready for occupancy and will be
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
(Llcenslado.)
leased to responsible parties.
Any
4
whereby you can Insert dls- 30 and 85, W. Central Ave,
4)
alterations desired will be made to Rooms Albuquerque.
play ads In all papers for
AlOpposite
Old
space,
suit tenants. Total floor
12.000
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH.
buquerque Floral Co.
square feet. Basement same dimen
The Dake Advertising Agency,
4)
sion. Steam heat and all other mod
Incorporated.
ern Improvements.
Apply W. 8. John W. Wilson
4 27 S. Main St.
Greary St 4)
John A. White
II
.
Strlckler.
WILbON & WHITE
Los Angeles
San Francisco.

FOR SALE

Kltt-redg-

FOR RENI.
Three furnishes rooms
and bath, modern, for light- housekeeping.
Water paid,
$20 Four room moi-'- n
furnished house. Hifnist.o. close
In. Barn on premltet
Water
paid.
nvo-- n house
$23- .-5 room
Highlands. Newly reflnished.
$8.00
house, near
shops on Paclflo avenue.
$10.00
new
Comfortable.
house. No. Eighth st.
$8.0O4 room tent bouss and
barn, corner Marble and 13th

DR. J. E. KRAFT.

make this remark as he passed by some big homelike houses on
the boulevard? Or perhaps you have said it yourself.
Those homes with their wide, shady porches and big yards with
wooden swings and croquet grounds don't look much ike the crowded,
weather-wor- n
affair which, for $3,00 a wek, you are permitted to
call your "home."
And it is not at all impossible for you to room in one of these fine
homes if you go about it in the right manner.
Such homes as these don't rent rooms for profit, so consequently
they do not advertise them. But they know how young men feel in a
strange city and are often willing to have the right sort of a young
come into the influence of their family circle.
Your only way of reaching these people is through a want ad and
if you state your case in a simple, straightforward way that carries the
right ring with it, mentioning the location you desire, you will find
this suggestion both practical and profitable in waya that work out
in the development of your character.

WANTED Cheap, strong horse for
farm and wagon. K. Citizen.
WANTED Second hand clothing, etc
$01 South Second St. 'Phone 740.
SALESMEN
WANTED To buy large tract of
report,
Give full
cash
timber.
Salesman: Experienced In
price, location, shipping facilities, WANTED
any line to sell general trade In
e
C.
Cockey,
226
also terms. I.
An unexcelled speNew Mexico.
Bldg., Denver, Colo.
cialty
commissions
proposition,
with $H weekly advance for ex
regarding
Information
WANTED
pen ees. Tne continental Jewelry
farm or business for sale; not particular about location; wish to hear Co.. Cleveland. Ohio
from cwner only, who will sell di- WANTED Lubricating oil salesmen,
rect to buyer; give price, descripexperienced (no attention to othtion, and state when possession can
ers) receiving lees than two hunbe had. Address L, Darbyshire.
salary
dred monthly. Investigate,
Box SO 10. Rochester. N. Y.
only. E. L. Cannon, Wade Bldg..
Cleveland, Ohio.
AGENTS
WANTED Best paying side line on
the market. Oood men make big
fff ANTED Agents to sell our line of
money. Salesmen with establishcigars with a new patent cigar
ed territory write. Sample case 10
lighter. Can also be carried as a
lbs.
references.
P.
Must give
aide line. Address Crown Cigar
Schmidt & Co., 334 Dearborn St.,
Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Chicago, 111.
$10 to
VOENTS Positively
make
$20 dally selling the greatest pho- CAPABLE SALESMAN to cover New
Mexico with staple line. High comto art specialty ever produced:
missions, with $100 monthly ad- something new and unusual. L. K.
vance. Permanent position to the
Ave.,
484 Carroll
Nutter, Mgr.,
right man. Jesa. H. Smith Co., DeChieago, 111.
troit, Mich.
&OBNT8 make 11 daily selling our
National Clothes Drying Rack, re- WANTED An energetic,
educated
quired In every home. Absolutely
man to sell the New International
aw. Send 10 cents for sample and Encyclopaedia In New Mexico;
Co.. 171 Washterritory. Cnlver
splendid opening; state age, presington street, Chicago.
ent employment and give references. Dodd, Mead and Company,
AGENTS ATTENTION: Dlozo Cabi.Shuket t Building, Kansas City, Mr.
nets guard the home from contagion and disease. Require no attenWANTED Salesmen for our special
tion. Just hang them up, that's all.
offer of 6.000 free postcards, vest
People are buying them by the
pocket samples. inut profitable side
thousands. Send at once for sample
line over offered. H. G. Zlmrro'i
and terms. Montana Pales Co.,
man & Co., Chicago.
Putte, Mont.
WANTED Experienced
SALESMAN
tfANTED Agents moke IS a day;
ambitious man capable selling to
seven fast sellers; big new rllus- best trade by Kansas City wholetrated catalogue and samples free.
Applicant must subsale house.
Commercial Supply Co., Box 3048.
mit convinclt.g proof of competBoston. Mass.
ency.
Permanent.
Fine opening.
made In tw)
PROFIT
12204.10
Position a 111 pay right man high
fully.
wages.
State experience
months by C. Nichols and his
agents In Utah and Idaho: write
Refer, i.ees. Apply C. J , care Citi
zen nine.
for proof. Want general agent to
open branch ufilce in this state.
WANTED A eatable novelty salea-ma- n
Exclusive territory, complete
to sell new and winning adamazing profits: permanent
vertising novelty to dealers in
honorable business. Parker Chemiof dealers
All cla.-cal Co., Chicago.
buy. Profit of 1 7 DO and upwards to
r;
ord-exceptionsalesmen on each
ally profitable opportunity for right
man. We cun also pl:i e a few
machines,
novelty salesmen in otli.-- r
Pianos.
WANT l'A
,
cities. Side line nun making $10 i
J good.-- etc. Stored
trjiks, Ii
day between trains illve fu'l parFull
rates.
fit reasonable
suf. :
Deticular
first letter. Novelty
Moon Furniture & Storage Co., Ed
partment. Tne Progress Company,
1..Ilr. ton & Co , lro.s . 115 V
y
FIJg Chicago
Gold Ave. rhune 41.
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to-i-
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$20

DENTISTS

UOW often have you heard some young man of your acquaintance

j

RESTAURANTS

617.

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis

tel-lo- w

WANTED Competent girl for housework. Apply 720 N. Fourt St.
us at
tf ANTED Lady to represent
home; good position; good pay and
taller made suit free in 90 days.
unnecessary;
reliable
Experience
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.

Phone

A. G. 8HOHTLE. M. D.

I

M. RYAN, TAILOR,
Cleaning, pressing and repairing.
$01 South Second street,

Residence 610 South Walter Street.
Phone 10.10. Office 9 Harnett
JSuildmg.

HELP

FEMALE HELP

L. RURTON, M. D.

TAILORS

Physician and Surgeon.

fice.

WANTED First class house painter
wants work. Address "Y," care
Citizen.
HEN Take orders ror the largest
portrait house. Some of our men
are making $300 a month, so can
you.
Address National Art and
Crayon Co.. Dept. 447. Chicago.
WANTED 190 a month. $70 expense
allowance at start, to put out merchandise and grocery catalogues.
Mall order house, American Home
Supply Co., Desk 4. Chicago. 111.
WANTED Intelligent man or woman to take territory and appoint
canvassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
IVANTED
Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large
consumption. Position worth $2, B00
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
VRITE and we will explain how we
pay any man $86 per month and
all traveling expenses to take or-- i
Experience un- ders for portraits.
necessary. This offer made by the
portrait house In the
. greatest
world. Write now before It is too
late. R. D. Mattel, Dept. 220,
Chicago.

CARDS

PHYSICIANS

j

te

At ALE

:

Tt-Jer-

MONET TO LOAN

All
Stanle and Fanrv Orocerles
Kinds of Imported
Italian Goods.
Pure Lucca Olive Oil. Phone 71.

WANTED Young man d siroe position as office clerk or bill clerk; 10
years' experience In Chlengo offlcob;
best of references. W. E. K.. care
Citizen.
POSITION WANTED By a first
class stenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations a
Specialty. Thorough knowledge of
business methods, bookkeeping and Insurance.
Best of
on applicareferences furnished
tion. Address R., care Citizen of-

E

Established im
FOR SAUL
SOO.00 Six froat lots on B.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
$l,0(K).0O A
house;
large lot. Keleher av. Rare
chance to buy a
home
cheap. Easy terma
$2.000 Three beatttrul corner lots, 75x200 feet on W.
ave. This Is a saa.
$2300
gro4 boa
two lots, stables.
es Scuifa
Edith, close In. Aa exception!
bargain.
$1300 Rooming
kouse on
Central ave. Great chance for
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTHER
BARGAINS
IN ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OF
BELEN at original plat prices.
Call at our office for full particulars.
CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE. See
us before buying elsewhere. We
can save you money.

Repairs-Bicycl- es

S23 South Second Street.

WANTED-Posltlo-
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REALTY CO.

ROOMS TO RENT

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns
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MALOY'S!
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Central AvetS)
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Should you fall to recolva The
Evening Citizen, call up the
Postal Telegraph Co.. telephone
No. 3G. and your paper will be
delivered by (.pedal messenger.

This Is the Best
Place to Buy Shoes
start out to buy shoes you start for a
Shoe Store, for you know that is the place to get
shoes. You expect to find what you want at a
price you are willing to pay.
The tiir.e and patience saving way is to
come to our store where you find the greatest
variety of styles and where the salesmen know
you come to get shoes that fit you and not just
to leave some of your money.
Our shoes feel good, look stylish and wear
best.

1

Try Glorieta Deer. Phone 452.
Insure in the Occidental LUc.
t'ul. J. S. Kldrldge, of Suwnnee,
ngistered at the Alvnardo.
Mrs. Dura M. Mathews, of Roswell.
Is registered at the Alvarndo.
J. V. Ackers has returned to Santa
Fe after a short stny in the city.
For a tinner or plumber quick, cnll
up Crescent Hardware Co. Phone 310.
J. M. Kennedy, of the MedalTey Co.
at Kettner, Is spending a f w days
lure.
All Alfred Benjamin & Co. 190 )
suits now at $14. 0. at Ben
Jamin Hrus.
L. H. Thompson has left for south
ern California, where he will spend a
lew weeks.
Mrs. E. J. Strong
returned
last
night after a vacation of several weeks
spent at the coapt.
Airs. Daisy C. Coverdale left last
night for southern California, wher
Nhe will spend several weeks.
Mrs. 1'hllip Zlinmer and Uuughte.'
Miss Nellie, of Hoswell. are In the ter
ritorial metropolis visiting and shop

:

Fvrrytlilntr you need for
put tins; up .tellies ami Pre.
serves.

all laoa make.

g

CHILDREN'S

Popular Prices

A. J. MALOY
Phone 72

M'KCIAUS

p

Butternut

$

Bread. line Cakes,
I'les anil Candles.
Prompt Delivery and Courteous
Treatment.

!

Itl'lllU

$14.90.

PROPERLY

Thirty days special sale of electric
fixtures, 20 per cent off on all elecIn ordor to have your children's feet fitted properly, it is essential
tric fixtures and shades. Nash Electo get the proper kind of a shoe intended for a child's foot. Our
trical Supply Co.
shoes are all Eastern specialty makes, and are not made from tho
Miss M. U. Pickcy.
recently
of
lert overs of a factory as la commonly the case with many
Santa Fe, has accepted a position as
Rood children's shoes you buy.. Let us demonstrate the Individuality
stenographer in the local offices of
or Btyle, the perfection of fit. and the close prices we ask for them.
the forestry service.
AH shoes carefully fitted.
,
i
There will be a regular meeting of
Children's Mioes, patent, calf, kid or tan
S1.00 to S3.00
Ctiildren'g Oxfords, Pumps or Slippers, all IcaUirrg
Anona Council No. 1. Degree of Po750 to S3.00
cahontas, I. (J. It. M., in Bed Men's
Boys Miors or Oxfords, all desirable 1 outliers
$1.25 to $3.00
hall ut 8 o'clock this evening.
Mrs. A. B. McDonald, of North
Fourth street, left last night for Sul
phur Springs, Texas, where she ex
pects to remain a few months visiting.
Stoves, Ranges, House Furnish- Don't drink impure water. Go to
ng Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
the Bar of Commerce where you will
always find good, pure cold beer on
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings
draught.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Stean
and
daughter have returned from a visit
of several week spent in Los Angelei
318 W. Central Ave.
and other southern California points.
Phone 315
E. G. Sheele. of North
Fourth
street, entertained a number of friends
last night at a high five party. Lunch
was served and a very pleasant evening spent.
Word has been received from Dr.
Julius Kraft at Victoria, B. C. Hi
left Victoria a few days ago for Van
AND BOX
ONLY
couver and will spend several weeks
touring the northwest.
203 East Central Avenue.
Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S.'j.. pastor
of the Immaculate Conception church,
left last night for Silver City, where
will conduct a ten days' retreat
For Flrtrt Class Work and Prompt Delivery
J ho
for the Sisters of Mercy.
'
CALL.- .James Eakin, of the Consolidate!
Liquor company, accompanied by his
family, left this morning on a pleas1 ure trip to California. They will visit
VHITE VAGONS
the fair at Seattle before returning.
There will be a regular communica
tion of Temple lodge No. 6. A. F. and
A. M., this evening at 8 o'clock.
A'l
. KJ, UVJOUfllA
, 6C tit lTeM
AOUDUf, , STTW.
B. A
Master Masons are invited to attend.
By order of W. M. J. A. Miller, tec- retary.
1
A full grown mountain lion passed
through the city yesterday en route
Inoorporatkd
to Charlie (Buffalo) Jones of Las Vegas. According to the Wells-Farg- o
Outfitters for Men and Boys
Express people, in whose charge It
by
was, the animal was captured
Jones at the Grand Canyon. The lion

9
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Crescent

t Hardware
f-Cb..-

Plumbing, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work I

'a
SINGER CIGAR CO

WHOLESALE
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TRADE

HUBBS
LAUNDRY GO.
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wasnourn
company

! One Price to All
Reliable Merchandise

w

E are

Agents in

this City for Walk-Ove- r

Shoes. These

are the bast medium

priced shoes on the market. Union made and

fully guaranteed.
All
styles, $3.50 and $4.00.
New Fall Styles now on Iiisplay
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;W1IEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK KOR

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

We have both makes. Our stock It large. Every piece marned very
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount ou these goods
to reduce stock.

Jeweler
4

ney.

cmcomomxtomoucmcmcmomo

yu

The Leading

STUDY OUR WINDOWS

ly

ct the truth and help your desire.
'ermanently located at 220 W. Oo'J
Hours, 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
venue.

Most wonderful palmist, astrolog'st
clairvoyant, can be consulted in
affairs of life. Find out your pros-ect- s
from one who is competent to
ell you all about your private trou
bles and how to bring about what you
ish; if you "will succeed in your busiest, if advisable to change, travel,
ell, etc. Perhaps you are waiting fo,
methlng you may never realize, if
ou wish to bi tter your condition 11
Ife. call at once: don't drl:iv. M:idamp
Imar tells everything you desire to
.now.
No fee accepted unless
ml

PPDITT
Ivl
L--

V

1

K3a04K)K,4BOK)K3404CCMOt..

is marked down to figures which ca;m t fi.it
to quick y clean tip our surp'us mc'n-v'Ne- .
We call particular attention to mr li:i- - ct

100 YEARS

Rflen's and Boys' Clothing

ITofr-vtoThinks If Una Solve!
the Problem From Ills Own

We have reduced pHce- on H A'i T SCM
& MARX SUIT- - t.. ih- - !w-- ,t i.vCh.
as well as prices on shirts, bliot.s and Furnishing Goods,
l'roken lines i f Hanan and
Douglas Shoes ir,clv.dc;d.
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Deputy Game Warden Fred Fisher
reports thn 275 hunters have taken
out bird licences In Bernalillo county. The recent license book received
by Mr. Fisher shows that over 4,000
licenses have been issued since the
creation of the office by the late legislature.
W. L Weidermeyer. a recent arriv
al In Nu city, went to the Linden
rooming houe last evening, and finding no one at home, took possession
of a room. The proprietor of the place
complained to the police, causing the
He was fined $10 in
man's arrest.
police court this morning.
Maynard Gunsul. representing the
Valley Lumber company of Fresno,
Calif., was the plaintiff in a suit filed
nsainst the Rock Island Cement and
plaster company today. If. F. Ray- nolds appears as attorney In the case

11

REDUCTIONS

The Central Avcnu: Clothier

S AM) WIUTII. IVops.
202 KhsI Cent ml 'Ave.

will be domesticated on the
Hand
ranch near Las Vegas and then sent
to New York to be xhiblted at u
picture show.
C. H. Gaunt, superintendent of tele.
graph and assistant to the general
manager of the Santa Fe lines, ac
companied by his wife, spent yester
day here and returned to Topeka last
night.
There will be an important meeting
of the Knights of Columbus in the
K. of C. council chambers at 8 o'clock
this evening. All members are re
quested to be present. Viniting broth- rs invited.
In a few
A. R. Smith will leave
days for Colorado Springs to attend
the grand lodge of colored Masons
for Colorado and Jurisdiction, which
convenes August 9. He will be absent
for about ten days.
Judge Craig last night found John
Schaefer guilty of obtaining $20 from
May Voetovlsh under false pretenses
and sentenced him to pay a fine of $25
and costs. The costs amounted to $3.
Mrs. Schaefer paid the fine.
Attorney It. V. D. Bryan, appearing for the Ellet- - Kendell Shoe company of St. Louis, larought suit against
J. U. Woodetl, a merchant of Mcintosh, Torrance, county, for the collection of an account alleged to be $195.
Clarence E. Rogers has returned
from Chicago, where he spent a
month visiting, and will leave shortly
Tor Berkeley, Calif., where he will
enter the University of California as
a student In the electrical engineering
department.
J. II. Allison, forest examiner for
the United States forest service, le't
last night on a short business trip to
the Pecos national forest, after which
he will return to Albuquerque, and
proceed to the Coconino national forest near Flagstaff.
Miss Louise Pv Ross, of Kansas
City, is the guest of her aunt, Mrs
W. J. Johnson, of 820 West Tijeraa
avenue. Mrs. Johnson and Miss Hoss
expect to leave soon for southern
California, where they will spend a
few weeks visiting friends.
Deputy United States Marshals J.
Heneon Newell and Jerry Farris returned last night from the Jem,
where they spent three weeks on a
fishing trip. En route home they
spent a short time at Domingo, witnessing the Indian corn dance.
f
Attention, Modern Woodmen
America: Regular meeting tonight ut
K. of P. hall in Elks building. Work
and buslnees of importance to come
before the meeting. All members are
urgently requested to be present. Visiting Woodmen cordially Invited.
A
automobile line has
been established between Las Vegas
and Santa RoBa on the Rock Island.
The fare is $11 round trip. This will
save Albuquerque people going to
jour
Santa Rosa a long round-abo-

MADAME 1LMAR

10.

OUR ENTIRE STOCK

t

FRENCH HOME BAKERY

5,

In order to rrnke ;t compkte cLarance on our
entire sutnm-..tock wc have made more
sweeping" reductions in price.

KxprritMKv.

444

t

PR CE

MEN OF FUTURE
MAY LIVE

Telephone

two-piec-

FEET MUST BE FITTED

I'rult

Vale

Benjamin

erable Albuquerque real estate, ar
rived in the city last night from the
east.
!. Gu.laf.on, vice president of the
Superior planing mill, has gone to Los
Angeles, where lie will remain a short
time.
J. G. Darden, who for the past sev
eral months has been
visiting in
Washington, returned to the city last
night.
C. A.
Melvln. district passenger
agent for the Nickel Plate road, with
headquarters in Denver, spent yester- lay In the city.
Benjamin Bros, are making a spe
e
cial reduction on all
Alfred
Benjamin & Co. l'JU'J spring suite . f

Reliable Footwear

Cane

the

I

Bros.
J. (!. Harden, the owner of consid

Speciality Children's Shoes Wear and Look Well

pure

:

The plaintiff nks Judgment In th
sum of $4 13 for goods delivered.
. Jesse Doan,
a civil engineer of considerable experience, arrived on the
.limited today from Frankfort, Iivl.,
and will probably locate here. Mrs.
Doan bus been a patient
at Dr.
Shortle's sanitarium for nnie time.
Mr. Doan whs county surveyor for
Clinton county, Indiana, for sever..!
years.
Mrs. Hugh Oraham and daughter,
Miss Ethel Graham, of Danville. 111.
left yesterday for California on a
pleasure trip, after a pleasant vMt
here to relatives. Mrs. C. O. Harrison,
of Santa Fe, a sister of Warren, Lou
and Ike Graham, left this morning for
Danville. 111., on a visit. Dr. Harrison
Is a dentist at Santa Fe.

Season.

ping.
We will sell any
Alfred
Benjamin & Co. suit in our store for
$14. 9U;

only

(liiilnu

AVc m II

Sujsnr

two-pie-

c

:
:

ui urn :it.s.

t.vo-pie-

Men's styles, for dress or york $1.75 to 5.00
Women's style, for house, street or dress 1.75 to 5.00
Children's style, neat and strong " - 1.00 to 2.75
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PAR A I INK.

When you
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r.c.r. fight.
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Sciibner's Dancing Academy

:

ELKS' BALL ROOM

Whiz Party, Tuesday, Aug. 10.
PROF. IRVIXG FISHER.

Regular Dances, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

New Haven, Conn., Aug. 5. Every
body ought to live td be 100 yearb old.
It iii just as easy to live to be 100 as
not, if you know how, according to

Good Music

5 Cents Per Dance

I'ror. Irving Fisher, professor of po- itieai economy at Yule university.
Prof. Fisher Is a world authority
on health, and believes fully he will
ve to be 100, 110, perhaps 120.
:
Roused by the words of
IT TAKES COAL, TO PUMP
dent Roosevelt to the convention on
NOWADAYS.
We have
WATER
at Tijeras Canyon
national resources, Prof. Fisher aot
It to sell. Used to cost $7.60, now
t
busy and has- - Just completed a work- 15.25
ng plan of passing the century mark.
Hot and cold lunches and re- - J
J
DIRECT LINE COAL YARDS.
It will be noted that Prof. Fisher's
freshments
Mineral
served.
t
29.
Phone
recipe on how to live to be 100 Is a
f and good pure fresh water, cold
tee,
f as Ice without
combinatoin of old medical theories
relieves Kid- and new discoveries In the science W. L. TRIMBLE & CO. 9 ney Trouble. Heart Burn, Indl- of health.
digestion, etc.
J
In 1898 Prof. Fisher's own health
broke down, and he spent three yeari
LIVERY. SALE AND
The Place to Spei.d an
n the Rockies studying out this prob
TRANSFER STABLES.
Outing.
lem. Conquering health for himself,
he believes he has learned the secret Uorses and Males Bought and Ei
changed.
for the world.
TURN-OUTS
IN THE CTTT.
BEST
LEGAL NOTICE.
wwwwwwwm
Second Street between Central and V W V
Copper Ave.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
Ir. the District Court Within and For
a
Said Territory and County. No.
nrH Oliver aiduuc
6438.
rooms,
location,
Finest
best
4
P. B. Tolles, A. D. Moss. T. D. Cob- clean, cool, comfortable. Special
bey, the W. H. Klstler Stationery
2
summer rates. Come.
Company, a Corporation,
H.
r.
Kaune & Company, a Corporation,
J. A. WOOD, PROP. 1
who bring this action on behalf of
themselves aud all others similarly
situated. Plaintiffs, vs. The American
Mining and Smelting Company, a Corporation, and
THIRD STHEET
W. G. Franklin. Defendants.
To the creditors, claimants, president,
directors ana other officers, and
agents of the above named defendant company:
Ml Kinds nf Fresh and
Salt Meat.
Notice Is hereby given, that pursu
Factory.
Stciu 8aasa
ant to an order of the court duly
fIIL KLEINWORT
made and entered in the above enIIaonlc Building, Norlli Third Street.
titled cause on the 2nd day of Julv,
A. D.. 1909. appointing the under.
signed Referee of said court to take
the proof of all claims against sai l
Montezuma Grocery and
defendant corporation, with authority
to send for persons and papers anl
to examine creditors and claimant
Liquor Company
1
and the president, directors and other
officers and agents of the jsaiJ deCopper end Third
fendant corporation respecting its affairs and transactions, and its estate,
Years,
Six
Itates For
money and goods, chattels,
credits,
Imported and Domestic Goods
llullt To Wear.
notes, bills and choses in action, real
of Luoca Pure Olive Oil.
Specialty
and personal effects of every kind,
ConilJete with lettering, $1.75.
Liquor by tbe Gallon or Bottle.
and also respecting its debts, obligaFamily Trade Solicited.
tions, contracts and liabilities and thj
claims against it, as will more fully
H. S. LITHGOW,
Agent tor Saa Antonio Lime. Always
appear by an inspection of ald ordor
on file In this cause; I have set Mon
Fresh.
Prices Right.
lilunkbooks, Ioost-lea- l
Devices,
day, the SOth day of August, A.
Call Phone or send for Solicitor.
D., 1909, at 10 o'clock a. m. of said
Rubber Stanipo.
day as the time and my office in the
PHOhE 1 029
Capitol building in the city anl
county of Santa Fe and territory of
New Mexico, as the place of the first
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
bearing before me as referee to Inquire into and pass upon all claiu.fi
against said defendant
corporation Territory of New Mexico, County .if
Bernalillo, In the District Court.
and as the time and place when I will
No. 8096.
begin to Inquire Into the affairs of
said defendant corporation, as above
set forth. All claims against said Robert A. Klstler, Plaintiff, vs. M.
Dorothy Kistler. Defendant.
must, by
corporation
defendant
said order of the court, be pre To M. Dorothy Klstler, Defendant:
You are hereby notified that the
sented to the undersigned Referee
above entitled cause is pending In
In writing and upon oath on or be
thnt plaintiff seeks In
fore the date of said first hearing, or said court;
be thereafter forever barred; and thii and by said suit to dissolve the bonds
exintlng between him
creditors, claimants, officers, directors nf matrimony
de
and agents of said defendant corpor- self and you on the ground of
and abandonment, and unleAi
ation are further notified to be pres sertion
your appearance in said
ent at tsaid first hearing and to sub ynu enter
the 21st day of
nut to such examination and produce cause on or before 1909,
a Judgment
such witnesses, books and papers re September. A. D.
lating to their respective claims or by default will bo rendered against
TIIK Dl'ST SD Oimrm
the conduct and affairs of said de you and the pluintilt willInbehisentltleJ
comthe relief asked for
fendant corporation as the und;r- - to
Of SUMMER
plaintiff'
plaint.
name
the
of
The
J gned Referee mav require.
hi
and
Bryan
D.
attorney
W.
is
R.
a.
MRS.
F. McNITT.
is more trying on the light and more
address is Albuquerque, N. M.
Referee.
aelleate .ummer garments than what
JOHN VEN ABLE.
is experienced in winter, which far?!
Clerk of the Said Court.
furnishes abundant reason why y .u
A BIG BARGAIN
We are making very low prices on should have them frequently cleaned.
fishing tackle. Albuquerque Cycle & u summer attire niut be fresh anl
Arms Co.. 613 and 615 West Central. undefiled to appear at its best. Tne
o- facilities for cleaning every kind of
f
Must be sold quick, $300 span
ladies' and gentlemen's wearing apTO RENT By clay or Iiour, Maxmerican muU, $45 bet of new har
nrss; mules weigh about S00 lbs. each well tourliiK or. Phone, of lice lOUO; parel, and the service offered by Thi
Duke City Steam Cleaning and Dy
about 9 years old, sound, gentle and I csldeiuf, 62.
Works, will be found particularly
good drivers. See
SCOTT KNIGHT.
Citizen Want Ad fet results.

Hot Air Ibon'IDo It

Sandias Home

t

Hotel Craige;

i
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MODEL DATER.

t

i

Gold-Copp-

er

Meat Market
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